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Waldo

in

case

of

R.

about this spot but there is a type
of scenic beauty here which, in our somewhat extensive pilgrimages in the State

G.

The First baptist Church.
Rev.
Ceorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
123-11.
There
are
serof Maine, we have seen nowhere else. Cedar; telephone,
vices of worship on Sunday at 10.45 and
The men who own this property are pro- 7.30. The church school convenes at 12
j
gressive men who have but recently really o’clock. Christian Endeavor at 6.30.
Thursday at 6 o’clock there will be a
been preparing for the future. This year
picnic supper for the young ladies of the
they have built a substantial and comparish, including the Sundav school classes
modious grandstand on the bank of the of Mrs. Sauer and Mrs. Robertson. Miss
river facing, as we have indicated, a rest- Helen Crissman, Field Secretary of the
ful and beautiful foreground. In the lower world wide guild for the home and foreign
mission societies, will be the guest of the
part is an ample exhibition hall. They
evening and all are earnestly invited.
have an excellent track which, with a Miss Crissman is a charming speaker and
little expense, will be as good as any half the young people have a treat in store for
them. At 7.30 Miss Crissman will ad- i
mile track in the State. They have
plenty dress the mid-week service of the church
of stables for trotting stock and the ex- and the
public is cordially invited.
hibit of cattle, sheep and hogs, is shown
Pastor Sauer’s sermon themes for Sunday are: morning, “Jotham was not a
in a conveniently situated grove of
pines church
going man,” 2 Chron. 27:2; evenwith broad spaces betw-een and sheltered
ing, “We never miss the water till the
from both the sun and the wind.
well runs dry,” 1 Kings 17:7. The chorus
The farmers who live on the hills and choir in the morning and the orchestra in
the
evening add inspiration to worship.
in the valleys which are on or near the
The rally day services last Sunday drew
divide between the Penobscot and Kensplendid congregations morning and evennebec waters should support this enter- ing, making the hearts of all workers
prise and join in making it a success. glad. A number of surprises came at the
The soil is good and the people are of as evening service, one, because the vestry was well filled with people, the
genuine New England stock as can be i other the unexpected address by Mr.
MARY PRANCES FRYE.
found anywhere.
They certainly should Poquet, a “Y” worker in France, who is
Mary Frances, daughter of Jesse H. make each annual fair of this.association making his home in Belfast. It was a
thrilling account and not soon forgotten.
and Lucy (Benson > Frye, died at her not only a great community festival but
The rally social of last week crowded
home in Montville Oct. 3, aged 76 years an inspiration for better agricultural re- the vestry with a happy throng. A varied
Earnest competition is a wonder- program entertained the large company
and 6 mouths. Practically all her life sults.
in a most enjoyable manner. An Edison
she had been a consistent Christian and ful stimulant in the world’s work whatphonograph and records were loaned by
a member of the Baptist church.
Her ever a man’s caiiing may be.
Fred D. Jones for the occasion.
It wag
Robie
under the direction of the social comgrandfather,
RESULT OF THE RACES
Frye, settled the farm
mittee.
The
men’s class provide for the
in 1808 and it has since been held by his
2.30 Pace, 2.27 Trot. Purse $100
next home gathering of the church.
descendants. Her only sister, Miss Julia Dan Calder, Fred Barlow
1
1
1
2 3 3 i
Frye, survives. The interment was in Flora M., H. S. Biaisdell
SWANVILLE
Dummy Braden, E. P. Piper. .324
Sunnyside Cemetery in East Knox.
Time, 2.28 1-2, 2.29 1 2, 2.30 1-4.
Mrs. Alma WTay left recently for her
Farmers’ Race, Half Mile Heats.
Lewis Robertson has been on the sick
Purse $100
list for a week.
former home in Canada and will be

Carson, Jackson

a

but they got considerable fun out of
it,
the consensus of opinion being that the

Snow of East Belfast.

term should not be
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risk

taking

an

changed;

untried

too great
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We were pleased to have with us six
patrons from Knox county, Mr. and Mrs.
Vose, Mr. and Mrs. Esancy, and Mr. and
Mrs. Upham. They were called upon and

responded briefly.
A rising vote of thanks

was extended
the host grange for the courtesies of the
day. At the census eleven granges re-

Closed in form.

The next Pomona Grange will be with
Mystic Grange, Belmont. On account of
Presidential election it will be deferred
from Nov. 2nd to Nov. 3rd.
Topic, Why
should farmers labor 14 to 16 hours a day
to produce cheap food for the benefit of
those who demand a six hour day and five

day week, opened by Edmund Brewster.
c„

E.

B.

j

....

this

she is ready during her daily office hours
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jewett of WinANDREW J. COOK
to advise with parents or others in regard
terport and Hampden were recent guests
to health problems, the care of children,
Andrew Jackson Cook died Oct. 9th at of H. P. White.
etc.; and co-operation in all ways with
his home, No. 10 River avenue. He had
E. E. Clements and family of Searsport
the local physicians and the Board of
time
with
the effects
been ill only a short
picked seven quarts of blueberries the Health to further the
physical well being
of a paralytic shock. He was born in first week
of October.
of our people. The cost of this service is
tie
son
of
1846,
Georgetown, Sept. 12,
Mrs. Garrie Cunningham, who has been merely nominal, 60c a visit to those who
Benjamin and Mary Leonard Cook, and
with her brother, Edward
Marden, for can alTord to pay, nothing at all to those
has lived in Belfast for 63
For

highly respected by all who knew
a good citizen and a faithful husHis wife, formerly
band and father.
Miss Eldora F. Hanson, and their two
sons and daughters survive: Mrs. Emma
E. Hatch, Eugene H. Cook and G. Parker
Cook of Belfast and Mrs. Eva A. Bagley
of Lynn, Mass. Mrs. Bagley was called
here last Wednesday by his critical ill-

Mr. and Mrs. Cody of R. I., were guests
brother, Mr. Charles Hustus, part
of last week, making the trip in their car.

him as

The funeral was held at his late
home Tuesday' at 2 p. m. with Rev, Geo.
C. Boorn of the Universalis'; church ofThere were many b. autifu
ficiating.
The bearers were the male
flowers.
members of his family.
ness.

you’re considering the items of your Fall
robe don’t forget that smart boots are an
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u«itort and retain its
k
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WEBBER’S BOOT SHOP
^

18 Main Street, Belfast, Maine

HALLDALE.Asa Hall left Oct. 17 for
to work in a shipyard.

Bristol, Pa.,

Rev. John Cole went, to Dexter Oct.
7th to attend a Pentecostal meeting.
W. M. Wyman, who has been at A. F.
his home in Providence,

Raynes’, left for
R. L, last week.

Rev. John Ravin took charge of the
meeting here last Sunday a. m. He went
to Knox Ridge in the afternoon.

is now at home.

of her

was

Model No. 433

months,

|

Mrs. David Moody has returned from
where she was the guest of her
Mrs. E. E. Clements, for two
weeks.

Searsport,
daughter,

Mr. and Mrs. Hermon Dow of Worces-

ter, Mass., visited his mother, Mrs. Caroline Dow, and his brother, Oscar
Dow,

Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barden and Mr. and
Mrs. E. H. Littlelield attended the fair at

Moutvilie and report
large attendance.

a

good fair with

Norman Doliber,

son of Gladys Larrawho has been with his uncle, Chester
Curtis of Searsport, is now making his
home with his grandfather, Chas. Curtis.

bee,

Comet Grange is holding interesting
meetings with good attendance, and last
Saturday night conferred the third and
fourtn degrees on several new members.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Riley of Monroe
and their son Charles of Bangor, have

is

working for

sum-

the apple factory in Brooks.
Miss Ida Bailey who is working in Bel-

Fla.,

fast spent the week-end at home.

where they will spend the winter.

Edgar Stubbs had the misfortune tc

Thomas Rice, who has been the guest
of his daughter, Mrs. William A. Hart-

lose one of his work horses last week..

Mr. and Mrs. John Curry and daughter
shorn, in Berlin, Mass., has returned 0}
Eva, spent Sunday witn friends in Jackwhere
will
he
the
winter.
spend
Belfast,
son.

Mrs. William V. Pratt and Mrs. PowMr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn were Sunday
ell Clayton returned Friday from a few i
guests of Mr. aud Mrs. Leroy Morse in
days' visit with Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Searsmont.
Livingston at their summer home at Bar
Mrs. Olive Berry, Class Supt., and alt
Harbor.
the town teachers attended the teachers;
Mrs. Nellie M. Kneeland, who spent
rally in Brooks Oct. 8. All report s
the summer at Temple Heights and later
splended “feast” of good things.
visited relatives in Belfast and Stockton
Friends and neighbors to the aumbe’to her home
returned

Tuesday
Springs,
Somerville, Mass.

in

Charles F. Thompson and William H.
McIntosh have been in China Village
the past week to arrange am ship to
Belfast store the stock of goods
formerly owned by John Rowe.

their

of forty or more gathered at the pleasant
of Mr. and Mrs. John Swett or.

home

Wednesday evening, Oct. 6, to celebrate
the 2ist birthday of Mrs. Swett’s son.
Howard.
cream

Delicious refreshments of

ice

served by
ideal hostess, who al-

and assorted cake

were

Mrs. Swett, an
Blaine Bonney of Augusta, who has i
ways gives the young pe pie who gathbeen at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. er at her home “the best time ever’
Henry Hills of East Northport the great- Music and
made the hours
al

fly

dancing

part of the summer, left recently for
trip iu Northern Maine.
er

a

too

fast.

Mrs. B. L.

Adorn,

in behalf of

Mrs. Swett, presented Howard with hit
father’s gold watch. He was also the re
cipient of several nice gifts from friends

refreshments were being serlovely birthday cake was placet
leit recently to become a clerk in the on a stand in the center of the room and
generally helpful to all classes than the Rockland office.
the twenty-one candles were lighted.
public health work undertaken a year ago j
late hour all departed wishing
E. Kotman At a
Mr. and Mrs. William
under the auspices of the Red Cross. I
of the day
clused their summer home on the North Howard many happy returns
Many people who do not need, or cannot
Shore Monday. They are now with relwell afford, a trained nurse day in and
atives in Bangor and will visit in New
day out, are very thankful to employ the
York before making plans for the winter.
efficient, specially trained young woman
Mr. Henry Higgins, one of the most
who goes to the home for an hour at a
time as needed, bathes, massages, dresses substantial farmers of Waldo County,
He is planning
wounds, or performs an* of those deft, was in Belfast Monday.
Mrs. Higskillful services that render an invalid to leave soon for California.
in Waterville
winter
the
will
spend
gins
more comfortable.
In addition to
Not for many years have the people of
Belfast been tendered a service more

....

several

have been at Islesboro during the
mer, will leave Nov. 1st for Miami,

E. L.

Marion E., daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert L. Parsons, who has been a stu-

Public Health Work

Services were held Sunday at the MonFree-for-all. Purse $125
roe Center church by Mrs.
Ryle of LinViolet Patch, H. C. Buzzeli ..121 coln.
2 1 2
Early May, Fred Gray
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White were Sunday
George Guy, Walter Flagg .,333
4
4
4
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William Small of
Altissimus, A. Moody
Time, 2 21 1-4, 2.26 1-2, 2.22 1-4.
Monroe.

years.

who

and Mrs.

Eastman

Blanche and Ina Giggey are working ic

Macomber,

Mr.

the house.

ported.

Miss Edna

Mrs. Lilia Spencer.

Mi. and Mrs. Robert F. Russ.

\ocal

solo by Mrs. Kearney
Shure,
Ramsey at the organ.
She was
an
given
encore bit failed to
respond.
Recitation by Edwin
Martin, “Maud Muller on a Winter’s Ride.”
Recitation, Mrs.
Ramsey, “Billy Sunday and the Smoker.”
Recitation, Kearney Shure, “The Hermit s Son,
and in response to an
encore,
“His Last Request,” that brought down

today,

for St. Cloud, Fla., where she
will make her home tor the winter with

a

man

Mrs.

Mrs. Eliza Pattee of Searsport recently

about 25 years be had been employed by
the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. More familiarly he was known as Jack Cook and

ar-

kNux

Mrs. Martha J. White will leave

for six years.
We hope the powers that be will take
due notice of our decision.

visited relatives in Monroe and Swanville,

...

George E. Pendleton of Bangor

ana

visit with her

brother, Leroy W. Ma- rived Tuesday for a short visit with their
comber in Taunton, Mass. She made
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery O. Pendlethe trip in her car.
Paul, Ripley,
ton, who will start Thursday for St.
sisters Woods, Bowen, brothers
Capt. Herbert E. Snow of New York Cloud, Fla., where they will spend the
Foster,
Adams, Wilson, Murch, and sister Rip- arrived Wednesday to join Mrs. Snow in winter.
ley. Rather a solemn, practical topic, a visit with her mother, Mrs. Alex. N.

join-

1
1
1
..222
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PERSONAL

Mrs. Arthur Bahrt has returned from

expensive, a great nuisance to the
mail service, etc., so he advocated longer
term of office. He was followed by W.
M. Aborn, brothers Howes,
were

CENTER

...

PERSONAL.

I

j

Dan Mac, P. A. Clement
The Queen, R. J. Mayo
R. F. D., George Rowe.
Time, 1.29, 1 24, 1.26.

Grange.

—

...

edjlater by Mr. Way.

Pomona

Waldo Pomona held another of its all
Mrs. Nathan H. Small left Monday foi
Albert Toothaker and party left Sunday
around enjoyable meetings with South
a two weeks’ visit in Boston.
: by auto fora
trip with Wyoming as their
Montville Grange Tuesday, Oct 5th. It
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Patterson left destination.
was a beautiful day and there was a
good
for a visit in Bangor.
Cecil Clay went to Machias Monday t&
attendance, the only trouble the day was Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Frost have been in attend the October session of the Supreme
all too short. W. M., Bert L. Aboru was
Boston and vicinity for a few days’ visit. Judicial Court for Washington county.
in the chair. Much to the general
regret
the W. Lecturer, who is
Miss Carrie Sheriff of Rockland has
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Putnam left Saturteaching, could
not be present, and the W.
T., who has been the guest of Mrs. Arvilla B. Webber. day for an extended visit with their
I been very sick, we were glad to hear is
Mrs. George Murch of Medford, Mass., | daughter, Mrs. T. A. Mitchell, in RoslinI improving. Opened in form, the “wait- is the
guest of Mrs. George W. Burgess. dale, Mass.
ing time was taken up by remarks by
Mrs. H. E. Morrill of Belmont returnee
Mrs. Charles E. Sherman went
to
one of the sisters.
Lynn, Mass., last Saturday to visit rela- | I uesday from Portland, Conn., where she
A small class was instructed in
the tives.
has been the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
fifth degree, followed
by the usual wellA.
A. Packard.
William
L. Luce left Thursday for a
filled noon hour.
few days visit in Portland, his former
Dean Knowlton and Harold Burgess
In the afternoon first in the order
of
home
left Tuesday for Pittsburg, Pa., where
exercises was the address of welcome—in
Miss Myrtle E. f rost of Boston is the they have employment, and will also atthe unavoidable absence of Mrs.
Enna
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. E. tend an electrical college.
Martin given by brother Charles
Adams, Frost.
Dr. Hovey Shepherd of Los Angeles,
who among other things spoke
very highMrs. Camilla W. Hazeltine will leave Calif., is spending a few days with hie
ly of the lessons and instructions given
by the grange, and the good work and today, Thursday, to spend the winter in sister, Mrs. N. R. Cross. It is his first
visit home in 13 years.
good influence the grange was always Springfield, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement and daughexerting, Pleasing response by Worthy
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McMahan and
Chaplain Grace Woods of Riverside daughter, Mrs. Bessie Seiden, ieft re- ter, Miss Louise R. Clement, are spending the week on an outing trip in the
Grange, Belfast.
cently for a visit in Bangor.
Moosehead Lake region.
Next, reading by Mrs. Eva Ripley—a |
Mrs. Amos F. Carleton left Saturday to
beautiful poem—“The Unfruitful Tree." visit her
Mrs. Wilbur Mafli t and Miss Eda WoodH.
Donald
Mandaughter, Mrs,
Then the topic, “Resolved, that the sur of
bury motored to Bangor Tuesday with
Westville, Conn.
term of office of the President of the
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Frost. Mrs. Frost reWilliam Owen, editor of the Baled Hay
United States be changed from four to
mained to attend tbe State Sunday School
Magazine of Detroit, Mich., was in Belsix years, and that one man be allowed
Convention.
fast Sunday and Monday with an auto
to serve one term only,” opened by masMr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Flanders, Miss
party.
ter of host grange, Edwin Martin. He
Frances Flanders and Miss Anna Ayer of
Mrs. Mary W. Messer of Rockland has
spoke at length and very interestingly.
Brookline, Mass., arrived Saturday by
been in Belfast the past week visiting her
He thought Presidential elections always
auto for a short visit at “Cedar Hedges'1'’
Miss C. Frances Welch and other
sister,
caused depression in financial
on South Shore, Northport.
matters, relatives.
unrest among peoples, political campaigns
Mrs. Sidney P. Young of Greenville

welcome.

cent

Hamlin against
and Thorndike
parties, a suit to recover on an account
annexed, for $214, for sundry items, was
heard Wednesday, and went to the jury
in the afternoon.
Ritchie appeared for
the plaintiff and H. C. Buzzell for de- ;
fendant. The verdict was for the plaintiff for $25.88.
In the equity case of Higgins vs. Higgins heard by Judge Philbrook the docket!
entry was bill dismissed with costs.
A hearing was conducted before Judge
Philbrook of the estate of Charles E.
Banks in appeal from the decision in the
Probate Court and was dismissed. Brown
and Chapman; Dunton & Morse.
There was also a hearing in the case of
Collin vs. Northroft and it was continued.
Ritchie; Buzzell.
The case of Annie J. Sanborn vs. Merlon A. Sanborn, for
contempt, was heard
before Judge Philbrook and a mittimus
issued.
Another contempt case was Mae E.
Wade vs. Chester A. Whitney. Respondent paid $140 and was discharged by
order of the Court.
Court adjourned at about 9.3C p. m.,
Oct. 7th, having been in session since
Sept. 28th.
Frank

MABEL D MORSE

V

Montville Fair

Augusta,

Civil Cases

e

The

Rev.
“When the frost is on the pumpkin and
First Universaust Church.
Presiding.
the fodder in the shock” there is someGeorge C. Boom, minister. 10.45 a. m.,
12 m.,
thing in every native of New England morning worship and sermon;
Divorces Decreed
school.
Sunday
which
is
nearly or quite a community
Hazel Lillian Frazier, Libt. of Belfast,
First Parish (Unitarian) Church,
vs. Charles Truman Frazier of
Hartland; instinct impelling attendance at an agri- Rev. A. E Wilson, minister. Preaching
for adultery. Tie custody of their minor cultural fair. These Autum nal Festivals
service at 10.45 a. m. Church school at
child, Henry Truman, was given to the draw together the
young and the old at a ] noon.
All cordially invited to its serlibellant. The libelee to pay libellant the
common center from a wide radius. They ! vices.
sum of $100.
Lillie M. Nickerson, Libt. of Belfast, vs. are occasions where new acquaintances
Methodist Church. People’s MethWalter J. Nickerson of Swanville; for are formed and old
friendships are re- odist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
cruel and abusive treatment.
newed; occasions where social distinc- pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; teleSamu 1 Harvey, Libt., Swanville, vs.
phone, 213.11. Sunday morning preachtions
are forgotton and the
Nettie E. Harvey of residence
poor and the
unknown; rich
10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
ing,
for adultery.
meet on a level and jostle each other service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
Charles A. Ferry, Libt. of Lincolnville, in a good natured crowd. The
editor of Thursday, evening at 7.30.
vs. Henrietta Ferry of
Syracuse, N. Y.; The Journal, in common with three or
Services at Mason’s Mills church will
for cruel and abusive treatment.
The four
thousand other people, felt this sea- be held Sunday at 10.30 a. m. with
custody of their minor child Frank was
school.
sonal gregarious
given to the libellant.
iustinct, and last week preaching, followed by the Sunday
At the Trinity Reformed church there
Florence E. Wory, Libt. of Belfast, vs. spent a rarely beautiful
October day at
will be preaching at 2.30 p. m., followed
Calvin Wory of residence unknown; for the
park of the St. Georges Agricultural
by the Sunday school. Rev. William
; cruel and abusice treatment.
in
Society
Montville.
We left the old Vaughan, pastor. Tel. 221.21.
Margarets. Vinal, Libt. of Belfast, vs.
Harry Vinal of residence un- stage road from Belfast to Augusta via
j Carlton for
North Congregational Church.
utter desertion.
known;
Searsmont, at the schoolhouse near South Rev. A. C Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
Cora Francis, Libt. of Knox, vs. Thomas
and
after perhaps a mile of High street; telephone, 157-4. Morning
Francis of Old Town; for gross and con- Montville,
moderately rising road past fine farm worship at 10.45; sermon by the pastor.
; firmed habits of intoxication.
the
Unfit.
Leon B. Whitten, Libt. of Belfast vs. homes we followed a long down grade on Subject: Christianity and
Short talk to thechildren. Church school
Rosie J. Whitten of Greenwood, Mass.; a somewhat narrow
road, forest shaded at noon.
Parents |are requested to send
for utter desertion.
on both
sides, till very unexpectedly, 1 their children to the service and Church
Caii K. Mathews, Libt. vs. Elizabeth
C. Mathews, Lincolnville parties; for when we were wondering where our des- School.
will be served in the
adultery. Care and custody of the minor tination might be hidden, the automobile i A Parish Supper
banqueting hall on Thursday evening at
children, Evelyn and Ella, given to the turned at right angles, darted through a 6.00
o’clock at a charge or 25 cents. All
mother, the father to pay $20 per month hole in the woods about
twenty feet wide members of the oarish are urged to be
for their support.
to help to make this a time of
Faye G. Reynolds, Libt. of Brooks, vs. and two rods long and >ve had arrived on present,
Carroll R. Reynolds of Waterville; for the fair grounds. In ten seconds the road true social fellowship. After supper the
mid-week Devotional Service will be
gross and confirmed habits of intoxica- which we had left was a dim
memory. held in the church parlor.
Let us have
tion, cruel and abusive treatment and We were in a
beautiful sylvan ampi- a record attendance. The pastor will
extreme cruelty. The care and custody
of their minor children, Ronald and Lu- theatre the floor of which was a gravel i speak on “Contentment.”
A very line lecture on “Up the Min to
ville, given to the mother.
soil, level, circular, ample, and gave the
Sliaowu,” was given in the North
Edwin J. Tilley, Libt., Belfast, vs. Carimpression that it had never been forest Church iast Sunday evening, by the pasrie B. Tilley, do.; for adultery.
The care !
tor, Rev. A. C. Elliott. The lecture was
and custody of their minor child, Edith covered since its creation.
INot a building nor a dealing was to be illustrated by 70 beautifully colored picMay, given to the father.
tures and was greatly enjoyed by those
seen anywhere outside this ampitheatre.
Criminal Docket
who heard it.
Next Sunday evening Mr.
On
every side rose forest covered lulls Elliott will give anotner stereopticon lecBernard Crocker of Monroe was sentenced to six months each on indict- made beautiful by the myriad tints of ture on “Tne Modem Movement of the
In view of the great stream
ments to which he had plead guilty for autumn
foliage. On the westerly side of reopies.”
of immigration now flowing to our shores
assault on Marshall Knowlton aud Lathe park the St. Georges river full bankvetter Curtis of Swanville.
again since the close of the war, and the
In the two liquor indictment cases of ed and bordered by trees shimmers in the problems created, this lecture will be
Herbert F. Jackson the bail was default- noonday sun and darkens to blackness in very interesting and instructive. The
ed and the cases continued.
the twilight. There is nothing magnifi- public is cordially invited and are assurj ed of a warm

Wentworth, Adjutant.

r.

Justice

Supreme Judicial Court

Warren C. Philbrook of

FJVE 0ENT7^

who cannot afford

it,

dent in the Belfast office of the Western
Union and has since been employed there,

While the
ved

with their son and go to California later.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury accompanied by Miss Anne M. Kittridge and
Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore, returned Saturday
night from a two weeKs fishing trip in
Arthe vicinity of Moosehead Lake.
thur Titcomb, Mr. Bradbury’s chauffeur,
shot a doe, the only one up to that time
that had been shot in the vicinity of Kobe- kadjo.

and any sum
tween to those who would like to pay
Mrs. Mary C. Fessenden, who spent
something but cannot afford the whole. the summer in Belfast, left Thursday for
The cost of this work is necessarily $1500 visits in Boston and in Stamford, Conn.
at the very least. It was paid last year Her sister, Mrs. Carrie C.
Pendleton,
mostly from the Red Cross treasury—the who has also been in Belfast for tiie sumsupply left from the war, supplemented mer, will leave today, Thursday, to join
by special contributions for the purpose. her. They will spend the winter at the
The Red Cross has not the money this Hotel Buckinghan, St. Augustine,
Fla.,
year. What is to be done? Shall the
Mrs. Frank McRae and little son Frank
work be discontinued or will you help—
Jr., returned Sunday to their home in the
largely if you are able, with a small Tuttle house from the Waldo
County
amount if that is what you can afford?
hospital. Her mother, Mrs. P. D. H.
The presence of such a nurse is a safe- Carter of
Portland, is visiting her. The
guard for us all, and it is therefore desir- little daughter Frances arrived
Sunday
able and ideal that all should have at from
Searsport, where she had been for
least a small part in it. Please communiseveral weeks with Mrs. Sumner Small.
cate at once with Miss Isabel Ginn, treasGeorge Herbert Otis of Boston and J
urer.
bride, formerly Miss Marie Marston of
Twenty-five Red Cross layettes are
Brockton, Mass., are spending a part of
nearing completion, but there is still
their honey moon in one of the Towle
to
be
done
and
has
knitting
yarn
given
cottages in East Belfast. They made the
out. Anyone who has remnants of yarn
trip by auto. They entertained a few
would confer a favor by leaving the same
Belfast friends over Sunday. The bride
either at Mrs. Carle’s store, Main street,
is the daughter of Mrs. H. P. Marston,
or at Miss Maude E. Mathews, High
formerly Mrs. Jas. Carver of Searsport.
street, or better still by knitting them
Hiram P. Farrow returned home Saturinto baby bonnets, or afghan squares
da y from a three weeks’ business trip to !
nine inches by nine. Even small amounts
Dark Harbor and Isle au Haut.
He left
I of yarn can be used in this work and for
for Ellsworth to attend the Sucrocheting the squares together. The Monday
preme Judicial Court as a witness in the
I school children made a good many of
case of Preston Player in regard to the
these squares during the war. If they
title to Resolution Island in Penobscot
have any still on hand they would be apBay. Mr. Charles P. Hazeltine, who sold

recently returned from Massachusetts,
where they visited relatives, making the
S
Mrs. Leila Wood and son, who have trip with their car.
been visiting at Bert Hail’s, left for their
|
Louis B. Jones of Augusta, bridge enhome in Burlington, Mass., Oct. 8.
Miss Dickson, who has been at work gineer of the Maine State Highway Comfor Newell White, is visiting her sister, mission, was instantly killed Monday
Mrs. J. C. Carey, at McFarland’s Corner. while in Portsmouth, N. H., on official predated now.
Be prepared to renew your membership
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Poland of New business.
He was crushed in an elevaYork and his father and mother, Mr. and tor at Hotel Rockingham. Mr. Jones in the Red Cross November Utb.
Mrs. W. M. Poland of Bristol, Me., were
in Belfast several times in con- I
Mrs. N. C. Partridge of Sandypoint was
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Vose last has been
nection with the new bridge here.
Saturday and Sunday.
in Belfast Tuesday for the day.

|

a

“I’m in Heaven When
I’m in My Mother’s Arsis”
“Down the Trail
to Home, Sweet Home”
Two songs of tender sentiment,
with catchy melody and refrain, sung
by William Robyn in fine sympathetic
style. This is the first Victor Ret i
by this artist, and he is certs-:, to
become another Victor favorite.
Victor Double-Faced Record 18686

“Tell Me, Little Gypsy”
“The Girls of My Dr earns
Sung by John

Steel

Two of the big song hits of the
Ziegfeld Follies of 1920. Both coni tain just the right proportion of
I sentiment and humor—they have refrains that you quickly learn to sing
with the record.

|

Victor Double-Faced Record 18687

gladly let you hear
The New Victor Records
for October
We will

!

the island to Mr. Player, and Dr. W. L.
West as expert testimony in handling
island property, left Wednesday morning
by auto to attend the case as witnesses
for the defendant

William L. Luce, Inc.,
14 Main Street,
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MAINE
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That’s what you’re doing every time you take new unknown remedies,
for which marvelous claims are made. Your health is too important to
risk in questionable experiments, especially when your druggist always has the tried and tested “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine on hand. This worthy old remedy well deserves
the confidence that 60 years of unchanging quality have
established.
At the first signs of stomach disorder, biliousness, or
headache, one or two teaspoonfuls of “L. F.” will quickly
Small
restore normal conditions to your digestive organs.
doses, taken regularly, will maintain a healthy condition
that will ward off colds and disease. Get a bottle today
and keep a supply always on hand. Large bottle, 50 cents,
or a generous free sample from the “L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Maine.

Co.

A. 1. BROWN. Editor.
ADVERTISING TERMS. For one square,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion.
In advance,
Subscription Terms.
42.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
Sor three months.
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FOR PRESIDENT

WARREN G. HARDING
MARION,

OF

OHIO.

FOR VICb PRESIDENT

CALVIN

COOLIDGE
MASS.

NORTHAMPTON,

OF

For Presidential Electors:
ALEXANDER C. HAGERTY
Of Ellsworth
ALTON C.

WHEELER

Of Paris
FRANK B. MILLER
Of Rockland
WILLIAM R.

ROIX

Of Presque Isle
WILFORD G, CHAPMAN
Of Portland
WILLIS T. EMMONS
Of Saco

QUOTATION.
“‘Each morn, if you would rightly live
On this terrestrial ball,
Name o’er your foes and then forgive—
Else don’t get up at all
A THREAT AND AN ANSWER
The following is taken from a circular
being sent out from the headquarters of a violently radical group of
which is

reds here in the United States:
“The army of the capitalists are defending their system by attacking you.
“We call upon you to defend yourselves

Business Success

and more than one billion
of
produced in the United
sugar
pounds
have
We
States and our colonies.
skimmed the milk, sold the cream and

$475,000,000

she

Every merchant must observe certain
fundamental business laws to obtain real
loaned the purchasers a large part of the business success. It has been stated that
was
purchased. approximately 90 per cent of those who
money with which it
We have taken a part of our pay in cot- engage in business ultimately fail. This
ton textiles woven by foreign workers, condition would not prevail if the small
fed on American food, in foreign mills business man would strive for new busidriven by power generated by burning ness in an energetic and intelligent manAmerican coal. We are expected to con- ner.
There are many theories but only one
tinue the sending of raw materials and
foods and to take our pay in promises sure method by which public attention
This method can be gained and held and that is adverand manufactured goods.
of doing business may suit certain ex- tising. Every successful merchant has
some definite and consistent advertising
porters, importers, speculators and profi
policy to place before the public his claim
teers but it can never make the people of for the
public’s patronage. He has the
If
the
rich
or
happy.
the United States
and foresight to
business knowledge
present trade conditions continue very know that if he fails in this he is giving
a competitor the advantage.
much longer the old world will have sucThe proof of this statement will be
ceeded in putting the skids under our

manufacturing industries, foreign labor
will be doing the work which now supports several millions of our working
people in a style which workers of the
old world would consider luxurious. No
country, which has long exchanged raw
materials for manufactured goods, has
ever made much advancement in mateFor proof
rial things or in civilization.
of this, one has but to look, to Russia,
China, India and the greater part of Africa. The United States has one-sixteenth the

population

of the world and

has one-third the wealth of the world
It
and has done this in about 400 years.
has been done by the industry, intelli-

by attacking them—by making your organizations mighty and powerful. Get gence, and inventive genius of our peoready for the iinal conflict, in which the ple.
We have taken our raw materials
army of workers will meet the force of
them
into manufactured
turned
and
the capitalists and their state with the
commodities of thousands of forms and
force of the revolutionary proletariat.”
T he “force of the revolutionary prole- today England is the only country which
tariat” is looting, confi cation, the torch, outranks us in the output of manufacdynamite, the sword and the rifle. In tured goods. England, France, Japan,
briefer, but not less horrible terms, it is Germany and all other manufacturing
rapine, lust and murder. Tie creed of nations are working to sell their wares
We have greater purhe “revolutionary proletariat” has been to our people.
•so plainly written in Russia that all the
chasing power than any other nation on
Our market should be, first and
world may’ read it. We had a picture of earth.
The wares of cheap
its vindictive savagery only a few weeks always, our own.
ago in New York city when 36 persons foreign labor should not be allowed to enwere killed, more than 200 were wound- ter it without paying for the privilege of
ed and more than a million dollars’ worth placing them on our counters. Owing
of pr cperty was destroyed. Thus far in to conditions during and since the war
this country the reds have not dared to we have had little need of a protective
to open warfare, but there are
thousands of them plotting secretly and
have been tolerated so long that they
boldly threaten, and now they dare to

tariff, but in the near future we must decide whether or not our wage scale is to

call to the

earned by operatives in England, France,
An adequate bar to
Germany oi Japan.

resort

issue this circular which is

a

less, the vicious, the hoodlum and
’he loafer to be ready for an attempt to
Russianize the United States, to be ready

law

Whereas, from the report of our special investigating commi tee we are convinced that Louis F. Post, Assistant Secretary of Labor, has been guilty of obstructing the enforcement of the Alien
Deportation laws and that his continuance in office constitutes a serious menace to public security.
"Be it resolved that we adopt and approve the report of the investigating
committee, and that the national commander be directed to take all steps necessary to secure the dismissal of the said
Louis F. Post at the earliest possible moment.

]

charge of the station established at
Liverpool, England, by the Federal De
partment of Agriculture, and the couple
in

maintained a residence abroad until 1904
when Dr. Ryder was recalled to Boston,
since which time their home has been at
3 Dana street, Cambridge, Mass,, with
the summer months passed in her old
home in Stockton.
She was a member of Hannah Winthrop
chapter, D. A. R., and of the Daughters
of
Founders and Patriots, her great
grandfather having been Robert Hichborn, a member of the Boston Tea Party
and an officer in the Continental army;
and she was a
communicant at the
Church of the advent. During the War
she gave liberally of her waning strength

found in the columns of this paper. The
history of nearly every national advertiser starts from obscurity.
One case in
particular is Scott’s Emulsion. Nearly
fifty years ago two struggling druggists
discovered a process by which cod-liver
oil could be so compounded as to eliminate the unpleasant taste of oil. They
knew that high-grade Norwegian codliver oil contained exactly the food elements so necessary to health and the upbuilding process. Scott’s Emulsion was
finally produced in a highly efficient
state but the public had to be informed.
Newspaper advertising was the method
used and followed so vigorously that today Scott’s Emulsion is known the world
over for its tonic virtues for those in
mid-life and a strength-giving food for
Browne
Scott
&
growing children.
maintain their own fisheries off the coast
of Norway and refine the oil in their own
refining plant in Bloomfield, N. J., which
is kept at a temperature of from 15 to 20
degrees above zero. This insures it absolute purity.
After long scientific experiment Scott
& Browne have also produced a digestive
tablet, K.i-moids, which is becoming very
popular after one year’s sale. The same
method was and is being used to gain
public attention and approval, and their
experience has taugl't them that the public must be both informed and reminded—
that there must be no shirking but keep
everlastingly at it.
The makers of Scott’s Emulsion and
Ki-moids know exactly how much business they do in the territory covered by
this paper.
If resuilsdid not justify the
expenditure, they would not use our columns.
The point is this: If is good for
a national advertiser, it is
good for you’
Mr. Local Merchant to advertise persistin
ently
thispjper.

band, who has the sympathy
inumerable, she is survived by

red

terror.

who love their country, and
own and love their homes join hands for
the “final conflict” invoked by the proclamation of the disciples of Lenine and
mee

Trotsky, they will purge this country of
Bolshevists as thoroughly as Joshua
purge! Judah and Jerusalem from false
pri ests and their iniquities.

the largest percentage of gain.
A few days ago Mr. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Democratic candidate for Vice President, announced that the United States
wastes monev.
Probably he has been
reading the testimony taken during the
Senate investigation of our war expendi-
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It is
made
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duplicate

exact

own a

Laboratory Model,

enthralled

which

audience of Belfast’s music-lovers
at the Colonial Theatre? Do you

want your home to enjoy this new
art of music Re-Created, with which
Mr. Edison has amazed and delighted

the whole world?
We have

ots

The ballots for the Presidential election
in this state are now prepared. They will
carry four sets of Presidential elector can-

a

few Official

Laboratory

our

Through our budget Plan of Payment, you can feel tree to order an
Official Laboratory Model now—and pay for it at your own convenience.

didates—Republican, Democratic, Single
Tax and Socialist.

St., Belfast.

Pills, the cathartic to take with
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, in cases where one
is necessary, are gentle in action and
thorough in effect.

'OM*^

the first

the

me a

sneeze.

head—Cascara is best Tonic
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deal battery and
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A helpful Remedy
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Battery Values
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Ladies! Ask your
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Stamps Attach

Old envelopes, used
having the stamp sti

High Street, Tel. 331-3
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i
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USL Golden

j
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Belfast Motor Service,

Has about Two Hun-

This property MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE.
If there is anything more you want to know about it write

W. L.

usefulness

USL—our

Has a completely equipped FISHING PRIVILEGE and one of the
best on the coast.
etc.

so

As square-deal reRule SERVICE.
builders of batteries, we serve all makes
alike. We’d rather extend your old bat-

It is miles in extent, has wooded hills, sunnv glades and bosky
tells.
Has farms and ranches, has EIGH'l THOUSAND cords (estimated) of Pulp Wood. Has approximately THIRTEEN HUNDRED
ACRES of land.

Postoffice,

of the USL

•

j
j

Boston..
Return—Leave Boston
days and Fridays at 6 p >
Time) lor Belfast and v*a\
Leave Belfast Tuesdav-.
urdays at 7.15 a. m. for Bu
and Bangor,
Return—Leave Bangor
days and Saturdays at L’

j|
R

The USL is backed

the coast of Maine, which has all the

Contains a thriving Town,
dred People, Houses, Stores, etc.

and

from the factory gives you the battery’s
waste.

I have for sale an Island
features of on EMPIRE.

long-

N

“Dry-Charged” shipment

full stock of life

an

■

a

j

steamer city ci
Leave Belfast Tuesdays,
urdays at 5 p m. for Can

Plates make the

strong-starting
lasting battery.
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Wa nt to Buy

man.

Why ask your friends
i Let the National Sure’
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I

norm Send

:

SAM r.
10 Cros.

SURETY
BOND
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line and I will cal’

Tel. 229-4

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

nor.

neither Opium,Morphine
Mineral. NotXabcotK

now wc

Magazines, books sik;
high. If you have air
rags, iron, metal, rubber

Grippe

Neglected Colds are Dangerous
chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for

Quinine in this form does not affect
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.

(N. C.) Times.

Hood’s

in any form is

AND

La

—

not believe he deserves that.—Ashville

sumption.

no

WA8TE PAPER

Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Relieves
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache

Mitchell Palmer is to take the stump
for, Cox. Much as we dislike Cox we do

cines in the world.
There is probably not a city or town
where Hood’s Sarsaparilla has not proved
its merit in more homes than one, in arresting and completely eradicating scrofula, which is almost as serious and as much
to be feared as its near relative—con-

for

Colds, Coughs
Take

on hand-made infa’
bootees. Send sample
4w39*
S. Al (.S
352 Four th Ave,.

& QUININE

CASCARA

Me.

Crocheters M

Kill That Cold With

1 Thereby Promoting Digest®
Cheerfulness and RestGoataus

Senna

which
This instru-

Model,

store. They are exact
of
the epoch-making ;rduplicates
struments, which triumphed in he
test. They will sustain the very same
test. Mme. Tiffany, in order to assure you of this, has signed Certificates of Authenticity which will i*
presented to the purchasers of these
instruments. Only a few of these
certified Official Laboratory Ah
left. You would better come in n

Official

the

as

Models in

phonograph

an

lingthcbtomachsamyiawclsjj^
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Anise Seed
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Soul”

a

music-history

as

“This paper says that the human body
contains sulphur.”
“In what amounts?”
"Oh, in varying quantities.”
“Well, that probably accounts for some
better matches
girls making
than
others.”

with

of the Official Laboratory
in Belfast at the recent recital.
has been certified by Mme. Tiffany herself.
an

hope to
DO youwonderful

Spring.

Presidential Dal

Phonograph

“The

similatingtheFood byRegula-

pumpkin
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this NEW EDISON

of her friends and associates.
The funeral took place on Thursday
afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. J. Edward
Hand, rector of St. John’s Episcopal
Church of Bangor, reading the simple
service for the dead. The floral tribute
was profuse and very beautiful.
On account of the deplorable weather the interment was postponed until Saturday at
11 a. m.
Dr. Ryder left for Boston on
the train Saturday.

tures.

immediate

Co-operative effort continues to hold
the interest of Maine farmers. The 130
local farmers’ unions in the State for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, did a
business with the central body at Waterville exceeding $3,000,000. This does not
include the business of the Aroostook
federation of farmers, who bought large
quantities of fertilizers, spraying material, etc., as well as sold a sizable portion
of their crop in an organized way. There
seems little doubt that Maine farmers did
co-operative tusiness last year of over

than $2,000,000,000>
dairy pro ducts of the value of t600,000,<900, era in and grain products worth $5,000,000.
more

number

Although menaced by a
malady which eventually terminated an
interesting life on the day following the
27th anniversary of her wedding, she
always displayed a splendid optimism and
courage until near the end, never premitting herself to draw on the sympathy

AI.GOHOI.-3 PER GENT. j
[ AV* g e I able Preparation forAs

ssfcn

perfect realism

with

was

cousins.

to EM! *11

'jitI

of
v.a

New Edison took up the
song aoj M
alone. The living voice and it,
],f
ATIoN by the New Edison were
thu,
rectly compared. Tne human ear
detect no difference between
t,.
Vaices.
la was both the test
pioul. And tne proof market,
epoch in music,

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

5;* * $

art

dramatic—even apeetacu
Mme. Marie Tiffany, sent
here „
Edison, stood besiae the New Edls
sang, Suddenly she stopped
Miiig,ri<"
made

For Infants and Children.

?«?•? B

his'

the

MAINE

1

1
The older the better
desks, chests, boxes, e!
among your old papers,
some old letters with stain
envelope. Old stamps,
stamps, would also be pur*
find
me what you can
A *
prices. Address
1

needs at any pri:e.
Last year we exported more than 3,000,000,000 pounds of cotton, meats to

the value of

aritsts

Fanners’ Unions

Last year we exported more than 22It is not surprising
'000,00 C tons of coal.
that the price of coal has been high to
Not only
domestic and industrial users.
has the price been high but at times it
been difficult to suppiy

music

CASTORIA
S;i;| g

THEATRE

wanted to proVl
lovers of Belfast ihat

phonograph reproduced

a

AMERICA FIRST

has

Mr. Edison

of friends
a

EPOCH-MAKING iEsr

THE COLONIAL

Besides her hus-

to Red Cross service.

of

THE

Fred D. Jones, Main

found in

report of the investigating comScrctula Most Progressive Now
'7n1tt.ee was signed by M. K. Gordon of
Sudden changes of weather are especKentucky, chairman, Wilbur C. Hall of
and probably to none more
Virginia and Crampton Harris of Ala- ially trying,
so than to the Scrofulous and consumpbama, Storey of Texas and Drain of the tive.
District of Columbia. All these men were
The progress of scrofula during a norDe mocrats and this demonstrates that the mal autumn is commonly great.
It is probable that few people ever
above preamble and resolution were not
think of scrofula—its bunches, eruptions,
but
effect
were
for
political
'promulgated
and wasting of the body—without thinkhonest and fearless utterances of men ing of the benefit many Bufferers from it
who are first of all patriotic Americans, have derived from Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
whose success in the treatment of this one
men who can be depended on to defend
disease alone would be enough to make it
their homes and their country from the what it is, one of the most famous mediother

successrui teacher oi tne vioim
where she achieved

Paul, Minn.,

considerable note as a soloist. In 1893 she
married Dr. Ryder, at that time inspector

The

When these men and the

was a

in St.

enable the workers in our shops, mills
and factories to earn more money than is

deluge of foreign goods can only be
a
protective tariff, as history
We have heard a
for an attack upon the capitalist and the has plainly shown.
government. They tell us insolently voice in the air advising the removal of
that it is to be a light to a linish, a “Iinal all “economic barriers.’’ If this has any
It
conflict.” Let us not deceive ourselves real meaning it means free trade.
by thinking that this red war is to be means that this great nation should sell
waged solely against the multi-million- its birthright, won by the fathers and
aires.
Their warfare is against capital defended by the sons in khaki, for a mess
fa rge or small, even against the humblest of foreign pottage.
home owned by the humblest citizen.
The Census Bureau has reported that
It is war against the schools, against the
during the last ten years the city populachurches and against the family circle.
tion has increased about 25 per cent,
It ip a frenzied effort of a ‘‘revolutionary
while the increase in the rural districts,
is
to
proletari at” whose avowed purpose
incluamg villages having up to 2500 intear down, to destroy, to blot out the
habitants, has been a little less than three
progress of centuries, and set humanity and one-half
per cent. The population of
back to the servility and barbarity of the
the wdiole country is found to be 105,days of Nero and Caligula. Not content
768,100, a gain of 13,793,840. Cities and
with destroying Russia, they are spreadtowns having more than 2500 inhabitants
ing Bol shevistic propaganda all over the gained
12,172,800. while smaller villages
world.
All America is aware of this and and rural districts
gained only 1,623,040.
strange to say the American government For several decades the country has not
seems
to be blind to what is going on. been
growing as rapidly as the cities, but
Deportation was a farce. So completely the difference as shown by the census is
was it a farce that the American Legion
greater than ever before. It is noticeable
at the closing of its second annual conthat, as a rule, the large cities have made

vention said:

The death of Mrs. Vena M. Ryder,
wife of Dr. J. F. Ryder, inspector in
charge of the Boston station of the Bureau of Animal Industry, occurred early
in the morning of Sept. 28th at her summer home in Stockton Spr., the end coming after along illness which had confined
her to the house since her arrival early in
the summer, and the begining of which
Mrs.
dates back almost twenty years.
Ryder was born nearly 62 years ago in
this village, the only child of the late
Capt. Josiah French and Maria (Blcnchard) Hichboru. She was educated in the
schools of Boston and received thorough
instruction on the piano, which instrument she afterwards virtually abandoned
For a number of years
for the violin.

Auto

Supplies
EVERYTHING SOLD AT COST
First

come

This will

first served.

save

you about 50%

THE BANKS GARAGE

Trucking
prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
specialty. Leave orders at the stable,
corner of Main and Cross greets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
I

am

ing.

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast

Expert Piano Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKEEN,

3w40*

TO LI !

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone 126-4.

41tf

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Newton

Two furnished rooms with

on,fJ
inquire at rouse
Street, opposite postoffiee.
heal,
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Your
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Loss

Like Men.

Bright eyes, a dear skin and a body
full of youth and health may be
yours if you will keep your system
in order by regularly taking

merchants

clothing
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COLD MEDAL
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morning overall manrnition of conditions,
,.e profits for the time
them to a point that

on
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i

humming.

was so

p

a,i iregun

The world's standard remedy for kidney
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, the
enemies of lile and looks. In use since
1696. All druggists, three sizes.

When

late and hot

to

but

leave,

Look for the name Gold Medal cn
and accept no imitation

way they sat down
o.l they jumped to

,.

right

rices are

vmouncement that
per.

are

come. Those of you from the south, do
you believe the south is going back to
old prices for cotton? They could not
if they wanted to; it costs them so

following

terestof the
ntion is now

mer-

keyed

i.arned’s vigorous
follows:

9

much

few sentences,
going to happen in
a

[

anxious to cooperate with you, to make
that mercnandise as attractive to the

but what I know
i want to say

during

|

the war,

buyer

possible, to have him want
you to purchase from him.

and

most of you carry
to $39 per dozen,
highest price they
.based on a 44 cent
Nearly every manu-

j
:

j

‘Let pessimism l»e
who have voted that

at
■e

extravagant price.
iveralls is not fixed
manufacturer, much
■

..

preached by those
way the last few
not heard a word said
about the electrifying event that is going
to occur in November that will sweep the
country with a new spirit of confidence
and prosperity,”
After the big audience cried for more.
Lamed got up again and said:
I

years.

Is in America owns !
44 cents to last him 1
: the year and knows

I

as

Where Pessimism Roosts.

-re;

;

more

"You want to go back

uniig

n,

to raise it

today.
believing in
your merchandise, believing that manufacturers who supply you with it are

f-'1'
;

boy

“I am one that believes cotton goods
now are at the lowest
price you
will ever see them for six months to

announcing in
coming

rs

every

few years will make the buyiug
power
of this people greater than ever before.

cheering, yell.
..

Transfers in Real Estate

Women

“One

have

more

word.

I

don’t

want to be-

come a prophet here, but when is this
with me, hut you j business of ours going to start? Why. just
the thing the minute we get home and showthatbusn you have
iness is good. Business has started. We
the price of overalls

..

have not

manufacturer,
thing you buy in
furnishes the largst.
Forty-five yards
idied by 44 makes

denim
une

80
cost of denim that

months
Detroit.
your

hud as many orders in three
1 hail the morning I
as
left
The buying wave is on. Forget

pessimism.

yours
sence

Get that local editor of
a
corner and talk some horse
him and it will be reflected all

into
to

over your

is

merely

j

community because pessimism
a

condition of mind.

Rural

Prosperity.

pair

your store for

itr.f
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riuo of cotton?

They

are

j

because the bank that today is asking
you to put down your loan in six months,

away, and sac- i
after you have liquidated your stock and
You may laugh at
put these low prices into effect (which I
think the overall man- think you ought to do), will be back askmade -uch tremendous ing you if you don’t want to borrow some

right

:B-

t

sacrifice anything;

money.

make.

A

bank

Now

they

must

have

of

Deeds for the week ending Oct.

7,

1920:

Milbury F. Hunt, et al., Searsmont, to
Phineas A. Coombs et al., do.; land and
buildings in Searsmont.,
John A. Davis, Jackson, to J. M. Larrabee, do.; land in Jackson.
Dawson A. Brewer, Stockton Springs,
to Lotta W. Bearce Weymouth, Mass.;
land in Stockton Springs.
Edgar C. Peavey, Swanville, to Alonzo
W. Damm,
do.; land in Swanville.
Joseph S. Burgess, Northport, to Henry
O. Trundy,
do.; land in Stockton Springs.
A. L. Morrison, Albion, to Nellie K.
Greeley, Freedom; land in Freedom.
Sarah E. Parkhurst, Unity, to Fostena
W. Waning,
do.; land in Unity.
Northport Wesleyan Grove Campmeetinfe Association, Northport, to F. L.
Churchill, Cambridge, Mass ; land in

loans

allowing
get your house in order.

to

Winterport

H. J. Luce and family of Newburg were
recent guests at C. W. Nealey s.

L. A. White and family visited Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Herrick in Swanville Oct.
3rd.
Mrs. Sylvanus Ward of Bangor visited
her sister, Mrs. A. G. Larby, seve.a!

days recently.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

party of Old Town
York’s Oct, 3rd.

Moses
were

Wadleigh and
callers at G. H.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ball of brewer
at their farm here during the apple

are

harvesting

season.

L. E. White of West
Winterport visited Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Jewett Sept. 26th.
The school at White’s Corner began
Sept. 27 under the instruction of Miss
Agnes Towers of Frankfort.
Mr.

and Mrs.

Noithport.
a student nurse at
Miss Louise
Henry Foster, Unity, to Thomas O. the E. M. G. Libby,
Hospital in Bangor, is at
Knights, do.; land in Unity.
home for a few weeks’ rest.
Jennie Smith, Burnham, to Albert G. her
Hall, Framingham, Mass.; land and buildF. P. Clements and family, accomings in Burnham.
Warren L. Lewis, et ais., Exeter, N.
l ., to Fields S.
Pendleton, Brooklyn, N

*•! land and buildings in Islesboro.
Emma J. Brawn, Fairlield, to Ralph
Toung, Freedom; land in Palermo.
Mary E. Blair, Somerville, Mass., to
Agnes L. Ward well, Stockton Springs;
land and buildings iii Stockton Springs.
Annette Brown, Belfast, to Walter F.
Woodbury, Danvers, Mass.; land and
buildings in Belfast.
Clyde E. Folsom, Troy, to Bernhard B.
Cook, do.; land and buildings in Troy
C. E. Larrabee,, Jackson, to Sophia J.
Larrabee, do.; land and buildings in Jackson.

panied by Amos Conant and Miss Louise
Libby, motored to Rockland Oct. 3rd.

Hon. and Mrs. C. M. Conant and Miss
Mildred Conant attended the musical
festival in Bangor Oct. 2nd.
C. H. Libby was in Belfast Sept. 28
and 29 in attendance at the Supreme
Court, as a member of the grand jury.
G. L. Clarke and C. B. Jewett have
a garage in Hampden and both
families will move there in the near future.

bought

Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Nic kerson of Frank

fort, who are spending a few weeks on
their farm, were callers at G. H. York’s
recently.

ville.
E. R. Carter, Searsport, to H. H. Stevens, Belfast; land in Frankfort.
Louise Cunningham, et ah, Swanville,
to The City National Bantc of Belfast;
standing timber in Swanville.
Eugene H. Stewart, Unity, to John G.
Allgrove, do.; land in Unity.
Florence Fuller, Palermo, to George
Fuller, Jr., do.; land and buildings in

Paris Dyer, China, to James L. cates,
Thorndike; land in Thorndike,
Ralph H. Howes, Belfast, to Winnie A.
Marriner, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
George H. Stevens, etal., Searsport, to
John A. Merrow, Fairfield; land in Monroe.

Parker Young, Lincolnville, to Arthur
Wadsworth, Camden; land in Lincolnville.
Grace Field Gaven, Wilmington, Del.,
to Theodate S. Black, Searsport; land in

are

you

Searsport.

to

II'_Ji-L.

m

The House of The Seven Gables, Salem,
Mass., made famous by Hawthorne’s
book of the same name. It was built
in 1662.
Ihe sign of a reliable dealer
and the world* best Gasoline

CENTER MONTVILLE.

commercial truck-

Mrs. Rufus P. Gardner of Franklin, N
is visiting her brother, J. J. Clement.

H.,

Every

Mrs. Ella Thompson is caring for Mrs*
Ava Gray, whose condition does not im-

motor

highway

and byway throughout
picturesque New England and New York is a
part of the long ‘Socony
Trail”.

prove.

Mr. and Mrs. Ashby Nash of Tewksare guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Nash.

bury, Mass.,

S. E. Bowler and Fred Worthing of
Palermo were at Mrs. Emma C. Cushman’s Oct. 2nd.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Carter, Embert
A. Ramsay and Leon Perry of Water
ville were recent visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Tasker.

and farmers—from Salem,
MOTORISTS,
N. Y.—have
men

come
Mass., to Oswego,
to depend upon Socony products.
Thus, ordinary demand has become a
responsibility which the Standard Oil
Company of New York is constantly
striving to fulfil. This is the reason for
the steady growth of Socony service.

Refining

processes, like motor

con-

methods, are always being improved. Socony gasoline is made and
struction

Among those upon whom was conferred
the sixth degree, P. of H., at Belfast on
Sept.27th were Mr.and Mrs. Fred L. Gay,
Miss Edwina Berry and Archie Knights.

Etta L. Marriner, Searsmont, to George
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stevens and son,
F. Marriner, do.; land in Searsmont.
Edgar H. Wood, Palermo, to George W. Mrs. George Kittredge and Mrs. Amelia
Sell
Your
Goods.
Allen
and Miss Anne Kittredge were reiprice.
Flagg, do.; land in Palermo.
Samuel G. Norton, Palermo, to Frank cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. F W. Mason.
I'hi (.ood News.
"Sell your goods at any price that is
L. Norton, do.; land in Palermo.
morning you will get reasonable, but selltogoods. Keep your
S. L. Ludwick, Palermo, to Frank L.
customers coming
your store. Don't
HALLDALE.
a/i dries from which you
that
keep your prices up. thinking
someNorton, do.; land in Palermo.
iit-nts varying in price,
si
how or other in some miraculous way
Emma J. Brawn, Fairfield, to Frank L.
E. A. Davis preached here Oct. 3rd.
w
arying nature of the they can be moved. Mark them down. Brown, Palermo; laud and buildings in
r
h ve supply you, but Take your loss like men. and then, when Palermo.
Ross Thurston and Dewey Hall were
the tide of business comes again, you
Josephine F. Stowers, Stockton Springs, in Bangor Oct. 2nd.
the best overalls
will get your profit back witn interest.
to Elizabeth R. and C. C. Hamilton, Bosm
-old to you st $30 to j
Miss Esther Fickett of Machias is vis£
ton; land in Stockton Springs.
SENATOR CRANE’S FAVORITE
James F. Sheldon, Belfast, to Clarence iting Rev. and Mrs. John Cole.
■!y own line, Headlight
M. Knowlton, do.; land and buildings in
POEM
lived Monday morning
W. M. Wyman of Providence, R. I, is
Belfast.
$
visiting his sister, Mrs. E. D. Raynes.
Laura E. Trudeau, et als., Belfast, to
Read at Elis Funeral
:
Newell W’hite was thrown from his
represents an actual “When on
Augustus E. Tripp, Swanville; land and
my day o£ life the night is
dozen we ship for
wagon and quite badly hurt recently.
buildings in Swanville.
falling,
C. F. Dustin, Hopkinton, N. H., to
the year. We do this, j
And in the winds from unsunned
Arthur Ridley and family and Mr. and
Peter Gallager, Belfast; land in Belfast.
are philanthropists,
Mrs. Lowell and daughter of Searsport
spaces blown,
Charles R. Coombs, et als,, Belfast, to
out of darkness calling
voices
hear
far
I
attended church here Oct 3rd.
will not keep busiOrrin J. Dickey, do.; land in Belfast.
My feet to parts unknown.
I ere a retailer I would
Russell C. Nealey, Roxbury, Mass., to
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Huntoon of Lee.
“Thou wno has made my life so pleas- Charles T. Ball, Brewer; land in Monroe Mass., and Mrs. Ina Parsons of Jackson
d about the number
were at Newell White’s Oct. 3rd.
and Winterport.
ant,
me into my store and
Leave not its tenant when the walls
Robert F. Dunton, Belfast, to Herbert
wt
lie profit I made
Evidently German tricksters were not
G. Morse, et al., Belmont; land in Lindecay,
Mis or year. The thing
0 love divine, O helper ever present
all killed in the recent w ar, for official
colnville.
the tide of business
Be thou my strength and stay.
Charles M. Conant, Winterport, to Eu- ad vices are to the effect that Germany
n s. so that when days
gene A. Tripp, Frankfort; lanu in Frank- is dumping its surplus of inferior goods
all
me
when
else
is
from
near
me
“Be
Mat profit may be ours
in the United States and England and is
fort.
drifting,
marking its exports to Great Britain
Emery M. Brann, Belfast, to James F.
"ret
Past Profits.
home’s
of
days
sky,
pictures,
Earth,
Sheldon, do.; land and buildings in Bel- “made in Amer ca,” and its exports to
shade and shine,
'erget profits we have
the United States, “made in England.”
fast.
own uplilting,
faces
to
And
my
kindly
business, and let us get
Dexter T. Clements, Belfast, to Nellie
The love that answers mine.
v
as we can get theih.
M. Shields, do ; land and buildings in
“I have but thee, my Father, let thy Belfast.
■me of
you will go home
Clara E. Fuller, Unity, to George E.
spirit
a a es on
your overalls to
Be with me then to comfort and up- Leadbetter, do.; land in Unity.
The full list of Dr. Humphreys* Remedies fe'*«!•! that
you can get them,
hold.
Luther A. Daggett, Thorndike, to Henry
int- rnal and external use, meets the needs c
Maurice Rothschild once No gate of pearl, no branch of palm, I C. True, do.; land and buildings in Thornfamilies for nearly every ailment from Infancy
dike.
merit,
to old age—described in Dr. Humphreys’ Manual
l.arned, I believe in over- |
Elizabeth Sylvester, Searsport, to David
Nor street of shining gold.
mailed free.
1 believe they are the
j “Suffice it if
W. Nickels, do.; standing timber in SearsPARTIAL LIST
my good and ill unreckon‘'(car of the clothing busiport.
ed
No.
FOR
Grace B. Shepherd, Dexter, to A. M.
me a store that does
And both forgiven through thy abound1. Fevers* Congestions, Inflammations
Knox; land and buildings in
Shibles,
II business, I will show
2. Worms* Worm Fever
ing grace—
Montville.
1 iloes the
3. Colic, Crying Wakefulness of Infants
largest cloth- 1 find myself by hands familiar beckonElizabeth J. Smith, Long Beach, Calif.,
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
b business.
ed,
to Collins McCarthy, Belfast; land ir.
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis
Unto my fitting place.
o you
5. Toothache, Faceache. Neuralgia
to convince the
Northport.
0. Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo
-v mar in
Ella R Knight, Lincolnville, to Gussie
“Some humble door among thy many
..our community that
lO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion.'Weak Stomach
H. Fletcher, Camden; land in Lincolnmansions,
prfiteers. You have been
13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
Some sheltering shade where sin and ville.
14, Eczema, Eruptions.
How can you do that
Gustavus B. Holt, et al., Boston, to
striving cease,
18. Rheumatism, Lumbago
n
in
a
Put
reduction in the And flows forever through heaven’s Sarah A. Holt, New York; land in North16. Fever and Ague, Malaria
Dort.
17. Piles, Blind, Bleeding, Internal. External
green expansives
based upon priees
to Eleanor J,
10. Catarrh, Influenza. Cold in Head
Belfast,
M.
Isabel
Howes,
The
river
of
thy peace.
will now be able to re20* Whooping Cough
Orcutt, do.: land and buildings in Belfast
ae goods?
It is good business.
21.
Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing
Then from the music round about me
Percy A. Wentworth, Waldo, to Ever27. Disorders of the Kidneys
stealing
ett Hirsch, do.; land in Waldo.
Washington Stories.
30. Urinary Incontinence
I fain would learn the new and holy
v e been
Everett Hirsch, Waldo, to Margie Han34. Sore Throat, Quinsy
maligned by those
song,
77* Grip* Grippe, La Grippe
son, do.; land in Waldo.
<! have been sent out of
to
John
And find at last beneath my touch of
J.
J.
Belfast,
Sarah
Nealley,
For sale by druggists everywhere.
Itwould seem as though
land in Northport.
healing

they realize the overall
garment and it must

‘

lL

Stephen P. Larrabee, Pittsfield, to Hannibal H. Grant, Unity; land in Unity.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Putnam and
Herman Avery, et al., Brewer, to Al
bert Avery, do.; land and buildings in daughter Dorothy of Roxbury, Mass.,
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.
Prospect.
Albert E. and Herman Avery, Brewer, W. Nealey.
to Evelyn R. Mills, Prospect; land and
Tyler Conant, a student at the U. of
buildings in Prospect.
M., accompanied by his schoolmate, Leon
Frank E. Rice, Youngstown, Ohio, to Rawley of Hampden, spent the week-end
bred T. Rice, Salem, Mass.; land in at his home here.
Unity.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Ames of Orono,
Eben T. Hatch, et al., Belfast, to John
accompanied by Miss Elizabeth Wellman,
Davies, Islesboro; land in Belfast.
Frank O. Holmes, Swanville, to Vir- who is attending high school there, spent
and family.
ginia E. Mayo, Castine; land in Swan- Oct.3rd with A. R. Wellman

Unity.

of overalls I
“There isn’t anything in the rural comthe
munities of America that gives rise to an
ounce of pessimism today. The industrial
year.
centers—yes. for a moment arc pausing,
oralis manufacturers
hut it won’t he very long.
Those restricAnd about the tions upon credit will soon- pass away,
ut it.'
ii

WHITE’S CORNER,

The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry

tested in accordance with the most
recent standards of accuracy—insuring
uniform cleanness, constant mileage to
every gallon and absolute dependability.
There is a difference in gasoline—just
as there is in coal.
It will pay you So
discriminate.

;

“tivery Gallons

the Same1*

I

Socony is a straight-refinery gasoline.
It vaporizes quickly, but it is more than
a mere easy-starting fuel.
Owners of
large motor truck fleets use Socony
regularly because it is uniformly highpowered and clean-burning.
Look for the red, white and blue Socony
sign.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

..

■

HUMPHREYS5

mment were in conake every man in America
i
trihuted to the wealth and
■

nation and to

ommunity

as

a

pillory !
profit-

lt is time you turned
newspapers that have lent
'bis

The life for which I long.”

—Whittier

CveriJ|r0liuce
■

SDCDNY
REG, U.S. PAT. OFF.

MOTOR. GASOLINE
11 Notiafof

WHY SUFFEK 80?

George Lacrosse, Brooks, to Fred E.
Curtis, do.; land in Brooks.
Francis M. Caldwell estate, Philadelphia, Pa., to Frances G. Caldwell, do.;
land and buildings in Islesboro.
The Islesboro Land and Improvement
Co., Islesboro, to Harry L. Brown, Concord, Mass.; land in Islesboro.
Harry L. Brown, Concord, Mass., to
Malcolm McLeod, Islesboro; land in Islesboro.

Mary E. Everett, Lincolnville, to Soy
A. Bush, et al., Worcester, Mass.; land
and buildings in Lincolnvdle.
Walter Gerald, Unity, to William Farwell, do.; laud in Unity.
Everett A. Banks, Belfast, to Frank B.
Luce, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Lizzie B. Webster, F.ankfort, to Millard
F. Rollins, Bangor; land and buildings in

On Cold Days,Heftier
On Hot Dfi$/s,Cold Te&

«

Now tru

TEA

,

Sold by Dealers in this Neighborhood
Thurston & Kingsbury Cc
'mpP°t‘”.and
Maine
Bangor,

q

For Infants and Children

g

|

In Use For Over 30 Years

D. P. PALMER
OWEN BROS.

By
|

C.

BUILDING ASSOCIATION
W. WESCOTT, Treasurer.
3w40

D. & M.

NOTICE

the BEST-

Hais &j\d Caps
Sold Bu
,

Dated the twentv-'ourth dav of September.
A. D. 1920.
THE BELFAST LOAN AND

1

District No. 1,Maine and New Hampshire
Port of

Frankfort.
Sabra B. Crooker, Washington, Me., to
Vinelia C. Parent, Litchfield; land and
buildings in Searsmont.
James C. Durham, Belfast, to Charles
R. Coombs, do.; land in Belfast.

CASTOR IA

Qitmi-.v »»rui William
Annie,
| * ii. Q li-'iby, beta e,f Belfast, inin .ho.
oc Viaine,
tfcaif
County of Waido aud Sta
as executors and l:u3tees under the
j n«•;>r>1 icity
of John H. Quirnby, late of eaid Beifastj
deceased, and William H. Quirnby in h;s own
j ri .it as residuary devisee under 3aid will, by
• -b«>ir
mortgage deed dated December 7, A. D.
1917, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds
[. n s 332,
Page 4, conveyed to The Belfast
j
V-;«n and Building Association, a corporation
'••uly organized and existing and having ita of1 fice and principal place of business at Belfast,
j in the County of Waldo and State of Maine
j a certain lot or parcel of land, with the bo Id! inv.8 thereon, situated in said Belfast, hcio-g
1 the late homestead of 3aid John H. Quirnby.
bounded and described as fodcws, to
| deceased,
| wit: Bounded northerly by Park Street; easterly by Court Street; southerly by Pine Street
and westerly by land of Mrs. Knowlton and
land formerly of William Woods; and whereas
the condition of s-id mortgage has been
broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach
o: the condition thereof, the said The Belfast
Loan and Building Association, by C. W. Wescolt, its Treasurer duly authorized, claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
*

HUMPHREYS’ HOMED. MEDICINE CO..
Corner William and A-m Streets, New York.

You've tried
the rest

foreclosure'

1

mont.

Why suffer from a bad back, from
sharp, shooting twinges, headaches, dizpropaganga.
ziness and distressing urinary ills? BelSurvey-Figures,
fast people recommend Doan’s Kidney
I,
f°r your survey.
That Fills. Could you ask for stronger proof of
h
piece of work. When merit? Ask your neighbor?
home, when you tell
Mrs. Annie L. Durham, 15 Park Street,
country you make but Belfast, says: “I had been suffering from
undred
dollar
L
transaction, you kidney trouble for many years, but never
® some facts, and you
could get anything to relieve me until I
;e your
began using Doan’s Kidney Pills, which I
newspapers print
procured at the ( ity Drug Store. I sufprominently as they fered much annoyance when my kidneys
'hat tended to disparage didn’t act regularly and my feet would
swell and burn. I felt like putting them
in cold water. I would get so dizzy at
;ur pessimism. You are
times, everything was blurred before me
where
is
the
soviet
Hiilujii*
and this seemed to alfect my sight. I had
Possession ef industry. to get glasses. Before I had finished tak°a
an,
in
bving
Russia; you are ing the first box of Doan’s Kidney Pills,
t,1e greatest wealthiest however, I got relief and six boxes cured
PatiOf,
me.
I take great pleasure in recom,IK in a
country that this mending Doan’s to othera.” (Statement
more foodstuffs than given November 2, 1916.)]
On August 28, 1920, Mrs. Durham said:
fat,
produced in history be“I ean speak in just as high words of
in a country that
prais cfor Doan’s Kidney Pills as I did in
cattle, and oil that 1916, when I testified to their merits. The
'••oitlfctt al |1miber,
over the world.
cure they made for me at that time has
remained permanent.”
0ur
i
Coming Wealth.
60c. at all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co.,
of America in the next Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
_

Mellen, do.;
Eugene M. Thomas, Belmont, to Rodney Thomas, Searsmont; land in Sears-

_

GUARDIAN’S NOTICE.
The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apof
the
estate
of
pointed guardian
MARY ANNgJOHNSON of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds as
Large two story house on Miller Street,
the law directs. All persons having demands
known as the Carter house. In fine reagainst the estate of said Mary Ann Johnson
are desired to present the same for settlement,
pair and with extra garages. Suitable
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
for boarding or lodging house. Apply to
payment immediately.
41tf
FRANK I. WILSON.
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
1
Insurance and Real Estate, Belfast, Me.
Belfast, Sept. 14. 1920.-41

For Rent

Belfast, Maine

Notice is hereby given that under Dept.
Circular 281, Act of Feb 19, 1920, and
Art. 62 of the Customs Regulations of
1915, and in pursuance of authority granted by the Commissioner of Navigation
on application of Clarence M. Woolley of
Castine, Maine, owner, the name of the
tias screw yacht “Atrypa,” 23 gross tons,
official No. 200064,be changed to “Orono.

4w41

CHARLES M. SLEEPER,
Collector of Customs.

TO LET
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR LODGING
and also for light housekeeping. All
modern improvements. Apply to
MRS. J. J. GSELL.

Hood’s

Electric lights have lately been installed
in the K. P. hall.

Sarsaparilla

George W. Haley was at home from
Derby for the week-end.

Makes Food
Taste Good

in Bangor
last week to attend the Festival.

is

an

merit and

saparilla.

Stackpole

Mrs. M. K.

appetite, aids digestion,
purities the blood, and thus relieves
scrofula, catarrh, the pains and
aches of rheumatism and gives
strength to the whole system.
Nearly 50 years’ phenomenal
sales tell the story of the great

Creates

Mrs. Amanda Perkins of Hall Quarry
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Grace
Mrs.

)

PIECE
mcm

our'

Iff!

Haley, who had spent the
summer at Seaside Inn, Seal Harbor,
after a short stay at his home here, has
gone to Derby, where he has employment
with the B. & A. R. R.

help—^-fine laxative
or cathartic, according to dose.
Relieve headache, restore comfort.

Henry

L1NCOLNVILLE

D.

Mr. and

Mis. EfKe Goodwin is visiting relatives
In Bath.

Mrs. John

Boyd, with their

children,

and Mrs. Arthur Boyd and Mrs.
Elsie Killman motored down the coast for

Several from here will attend Topsham

a

fair this week.

visit recently.

Mrs. Arthur Boyd visit-

ed friends in Camden, while the rest of
the party went on to St. George to visit

Mrs. l.ena Dickey of North Haven is
visiting relatives in town.

K.’s

Mrs.

aged aunt, Mrs.

Elizabeth

Rivers.

Mr. Horace Carter, who has had a position in Boston, has returned home.

re-

cent guest of her sister, Mrs. A. H. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Frohock are visit-

To Rent

a

p

Call 231

or

122-21

Special Notice
I wish to inform the public that I am
well equipped for and have had experience in cutting down and trimming trees
of ail kinds; also have learned how to
care for shrubbery. I solicit your patron,
SCOTT GRAY,
age.
Main Street, Belfast.
3w42

Somewhere between 29 Miller street
and Mathews Mill, a gold pencil. The
finder will please return it to the
Journal Office.

Mrs. George Dow is spending a part of
this week in Liberty with her parents,

Basil Allen.

Typewriters.

Zoda Weymouth has gone to the Waldo
County hospital to assist them for a few
days.

the parsonage.

Mr. and Mrs. Allie Allen visited in Belfast Sunday as guests of Mr. and Mrs.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

L. C. Smith & Sons and Royal

LOST

Mr. and Mrs. Dean and little Helen and
Esther Hunt of Portland are guests at

WANTED

LADY OR GENTLEMAN AGENT in
Mrs. Evie Kelley of Rockland and Mrs.
Ten from this town attended the Po- the City of Belfast for Watkins’ Famous
Jennie French are guests at Hall’s cottage
Products.
Known everywhere. Big
mona Grange at South Montville last
-or one week.
J. R. WATKINS CO.,
Profits. Write
Tuesday and reported a great time.
57 New York, N. Y.
4w42
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Young passed the
Jimmie Woodbury was chosen a deleweek-end at their cottage at Temple
CARD OF THANKS
gate from Morrill Sunday school .to atHeights, Northport.
We desire to thank our neighbors and
tend the Sunday school convention at
Mr. Clarence Mahoney, who is a stufriends, and especially the M. C. R. R
Bangor this week.
employees, for their kindness and help in
ient at Rockland high school, passed the
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Sawyer and daugh- our recent bereavement.
vweek-end at home
Mr. A. E. Howard and Daughter,
ter Carmen of Augusta were week-end
Mr. and MRS. J. L. LEWIS,
Mrs. Mary Heron, who has been visitguests of their mother and sister, Mrs.
MR. and MRS. A. R. GRENWALD,
,ng her daughter, Mrs. Carl Mathews,
and Flora Murch.
Wallace

Ludlow,

Lottie

Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sinkler and little
boy and Bernice Hills and brother of

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hardy entertained
Sunday Mrs. A. F. Elwell and son
Howe; also Mrs. Grace York and Mr.

on

Everett, Mass., have been recent guests
of their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John

Frank Toner, all of Seal Harbor.

Thomas.

Among the teachers who attended the
county convention at Brooks last Friday

FREEDOM.

were Mrs.
Grace Mahoney, Mrs. Paul
Young, Miss Ada Webster, Mrs. Louise
A number from the village attended
Fiver and Supt. Mrs. Lena Rankins.
the fair at South Montville.

The annual town fair was held

on

Wed-

Mrs. Augusta Nutt spent Thursday

nesday, October 6th, with some over 600
people in attendance, and the day was
one appropriate for the occasion.
The

the guest of Mrs. Knowles 'Bangs.
Mrs. Annie Murch was the week-end
guest of Mrs. Minnie Lane in Belfast.
Prof. Skinner, principal of Freedom

exhibits both in the hall and out-of-doors
excellent and the exhibits of

were

as

fruit,

Academy,

and vegetables excelled some of the
State fairs. There was over 100 couples
com

j
BROOKS.

John Taylor and wife spent the weekend in Bangor, the guests of Mr. and

! Mrs. R. P. Ayer.

j

Small, Miss Eila Greeley and Mrs. Olive

M rs. G. E. Morrill ami daughters were
! Stewart attended the teachers’ convenjailers in Belfast Friday.

!

has been quite sick
with abcesses in her throat.

j

The Ladies’ Aid wishes to thank all
-hose who assisted with the dinner for
the teachers’ convention.
Mr. Samuel Moore of Jackson has been

tions in Brooks, Miss Bertha Bryant taking the party by auto.
Mrs. D. W. Dodge has returned home
after spending several weeks as the guest

Mrs. D. R. McAndlass has moved into
the C. O. Foss house on the Hall hill
road.
Mr. C. H. Forbes has purchased the
residence of Mrs. Kate A. Lane and will
occupy it in the spring.

of her daughter, Winnifred Sampson, in
Bath and her sister and brother, Mrs.

j

[

Charlotte Turner and William Sibley at
Brunswick.
—

MONROE.
;

_

Mr. and Mrs

Walter Twombly are at
their old home for a few weeks.

work here in the village
during the past two weeks.

Miss Mary Mason, R. N., is spending a
few weeks at Ephraim Haskell’s.

Mrs. Zenaide Moyer of New York, who
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Percy
H. Grant, left for home Thursday.

was

doing

mason

.2a6

Miss Elizabeth

Rev.
a

William Fletcher of Waterville
caller at N. J. Curtis’ Sunday.

L. H. Brown of Medford

Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Palmer are spending
the week in Bath with Mrs. Palmer’s

hospital.

parents.

Mrs. George Beers of Skowhegan was
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Hobbs, Sr., and family, several

Miss Flora Tasker, who is teaching in
Newburg, spent the week-end at her

Mr. Walter E.
tor

here,

and his

was

a

when and where you need it
TT'EEP the house warmed all
over with your regular heater
—and supply the rooms you want
to use with the additional comfort-point warmth of a Perfection
Oil Heater. It gives out just the
heat you require, where you want
it, when you need it.

*

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the relatives, friends
and neighbors who kindly assisted us in
our recent bereavement.
W. S. Morse and Family,
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Tenney.

Bankruptcy.

Fred W. Maker of Belfast,
Waldo and District afore-

said,'bankrupt:—

How

You are hereby notified that on the 11th day
of September, 1920, the said Fred W. Maker
was duly
adjudicated bankrupt; and that the
first meeting of,his creditors will be held at the
office of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank building, in Belfast, on the 5th day of November,
1920,at ten o’clock in the forenoon.at whichTime
and place the said creditors
may attend, prove
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the
bankrupt, and transact such other business aa
naay properly come before said meeting.
Bangor. Maine, October 7, 1920,
| JOHN R. MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

to

your hot air or steam heater to make

only two

exercise the greatest economy
in house heating

OAK HILL, Swanville.

Rooms and hallways that are used only
few minutes each day are a constant
source of wasted
heat, greater, probably, than you imagine. Don’t “rush”

nickeled trimmings.
show you one.
For best results

daughter,

Mrs. E. C. Peavey.

Toothaker and Mr. and
Mrs. A. P. Toothaker and two sons are
.Mrs.

Julia

in Searsport, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
.John Innis.
Mrs. Wallace Seekins and niece of Au-

gusta, who have been guests of Mrs
Mabel Seekins for several days, have returned home.

Socony Kerosene.)

demands against the estate of said deceased
desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are
requested to makf
payment immediately.
CHESTER B. CUSHMAN,

TO LET

Montville, Me,. Sept. 14,

FURNISHED ROOMS FOR LODGING
and also for light housekeeping. All
modern improvements. Apply to
MRS. J. J. GSELL,
23 Washington Street.

1920—42

CARD OF .THANKS

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

The Ladies’ Aid Society of Brooks
wish to thank all those who so generously helped on the dinner and supper for
the teachers’ convention.

STATE

Of

MAINE

<S

F°r Electors of

President
November?
d05™'
TO ONE^HuSDREt1 MLLA^VSr

and Vice-President to be voted for at the
Presidential Election to be held

____

B““°* ™E

FRANK W. BALL,

Secretary of State

ticket place
X in the laree square above the
omit the
party name;
in the large square and place
J°VOte
each
of fs‘raightnparty
the small squares
the right of the
of the candidates for Electors printed in the column
under
*

,roSQ x
cross
X in

°f

‘

a cross

one

to

or

cross

names

the party name
To vote other than a straight party ticket omit the cross X in the
large square and place a cross X in the small square to the right of the
names of such candidates for Electors as
you desire to vote for, in any party column, not exceeding six in all. If
you desire to vote for some person I
or whose name is not on the ballot write the
name of the candidate whom
you desire to vote for in any of the blank spaces under the
printed nat
and place a cross X in the small square to the
right of the name which you have written.
Another method of voting other than a straight party ticket is to
place a cross X in the large square above the party group of candidates for
Electors, strike out the names of the Electors printed in this column whom you do not desire to vote for and
if you desire to vote for the candidates of
83
party column. If you employ
deSire tG V°te f°r SOme perSOn wh0Se name is not
P
Pfinted on the ballot strike out the name of the candidate
whom you
vo
Ho not desire *
f
do
to vote for
which is printed in the column at the head of which
you have placed the cross, and write the name of the candi
Candida..
whom you desire to vote for in the blank
space underneath the name which you have stricken out
^
* EleCt°rS
PfeSident
Vice-President to be elected is six. You may vote for
any of the candidates not exceedmg th
number.

“a otheraSanPrseta ‘T XJ“
M

uSr!

list of candidates

of Odd Fel-

__I

REPUBLICAN

SOU? H MONTVILLE.

Wyman of Belfast
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Dickey are on a
‘xec ently spent several days with Mr. and motor
trip through Quebec.
Mrs. James Webster.
S. K. Cram’s potatoes won the blue
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Peavey and Miss ribbon at the
St. Georges' Agricultura
itnight of Belfast were guests of Mr. and Fair last week.

•with his

use

Ask your dealer to

Mrs. G. A. Palmer attended

Mr. and Mrs. N. B.

Mr. A. K. Yeaton of Conway, N. H.,
has returned home after a week’s visit

and

PERFECTION Oj]Heaters

SINGLE UX

SOCIALIST

MCMILEY EID MMUM

DEBS DUD STEDMII

t-

Oet. 10.

housefurnishing

department stores sell the Perfection, in
blue or black finish, with or without

home here.
Mr. and

Peavey,

comfortable.

are

guest at Nathan Mansur’s

Luce, telephone opera- the Sovereign Grand Lodge
wife, were callers in lows in Boston.

Mr. Frank Roberts of City Point has
moved his family to the place he recently bought of Mrs. Toothaker.

rooms

Most hardware,

INewburg Wednesday of last week. Mrs.
MiBS Carrie Durham has been in BanLuce spent a few days with relatives
gor the past week caring for a patient at
there.
the Paine hospital.
D R. Forbes is agent for The Alkins
Among those who attended the meetStudio of Waterville, Me., and all films,
ing of the State Grange in Belfast and
negatives and photo work left with him took the sixth
degree were: Mr. and Mrs.
will be promptly attended to and the
John Goodwin, Miss Mamie Goodwin,
jhe apest possible prices.
Mrs. Carrol Clements, Mrs. N. J. Curtis.

Mrs. E. C

three

or

The Perfection Oil Heater has solved
the heating problem in over a million
homes. It is ornamental anywhere and
easy to carry about—weighs only a few
A child can light it—and take
pounds..
care of it, for that matter. It burns
for
about 10 hours on a single gallon of
kerosene.

a

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CJFRANK A. CUSHMAN, late of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having

Hillside, Mass.,
Sunday.

Cilley, a graduate nurse
of Waldo County Hospital, left Saturday
for Dexter, where she will work in a

days last week.

Mr.
Howard,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Leonard,
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Knight.

[In

Maker, Bankrupt,
To the creditors of
in the County of

and the assistants, Mrs. Edith

and Mrs. D. W. Dodge,

funds.

Warmth-^

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.

Mrs. Winnifred Sampson spent a few
days the past week with her parents, Mr.

attended the dance in the evening. A
<good sum was realized to swell the grange

Mrs. John Loon

District of Maine, Northern Division, ee.
On thia 9th day of October, A. D. 1920, oa
reading the foregoing petition, it ie—
Ordered by the Court. That a hearing ba had
a
pop the same on the 19th day of November,
A. D. 1920, before said Court at Bangor, in
laid District, Northern Division, at tan o’clock
in tha forenoon; and that notice thereof ba
published in The Republican Journal, a news*
paper printed in said District, Northern Divielion, and tbit all known craditora, and othar
parsons in iotaraat, may appaar at tha aaid
lima and place. and show cauaa, if any they
have, why tha prayer of aaid patitionar should
not ba granted.
And it ia further Ordered by tha Court, That
Aa Clark shall send by mail to all known
craditora copies of aaid petition and thia order, addressed to them at their places of residence aa stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge
of tha aaid Court, and the seal thereof, at
Bangor, in the Northern Division of said Dtatriot, on the 9th day of October, A. D. 1920.j
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
[L. S.]
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order tharaon.
ISABEL
Attest:
SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine, Northern Division.
In the matter of Fred W. ) T D

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Knowlton.

has returned to

Rankruntev
uanaruptcy.

bankruptcy Acta, except such debts ae ara excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated thia 25th day of September, A.D. 1920,
GEORGE L. MCKENZIE, Bankrapt.

JWOKKILL.

Miss Adrienne Pendleton visited Miss

Georgia Hall in Belfast Tuesday.

10

Wherefore he preys. That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full diacharge from aU
debta provable agaioat hia estate under aaid

ter, Mrs. M. E. Clark, in Frankfort.

Hood’s Pills

f

bankruptcy.

Lydia K. Reed, who has been visittown, has returned to her home in

Mrs. Clara M. Cummings has sold her
home here and is at present with her sis-

you need now.

ing in Bucksport and Bar Harbor for
few days.

BITE A,

I

To tha Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dietrict Court of the United States for the District of Maine.
George L. McKenzie of Northport, in the
said DisCountjJof Waldo and State of Maine.in
trict, recpccttully represents, that on the 25th
day of March. 1920. he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acte of Congreee relating
to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrenderad all
bin property end rights of property, and has
fully complied with all the requirements of aaid
Acts and of the orders of Court touching his

ing in
Hallowell.

of Hood’s SarIt is just the medicine

was a

was

YOU'LL
WANT Tt

In th. matter of George L.
McKenzie, Bankrupt,

Haley.

success

Mrs. Ada Morton of Belfast

Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.

PROSPECT.

Mr. and Mrs. Robie Jackson of Rockare spending a two weeks’ vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. L.

NMDjjja

MID COOUPBE

For Electors of
President and Vico President

Alexander C. Hagerthy, Ellsworth

land

Jackson.
Frank

Cunningham, formerly

,t

Edmund S. Adams is at home for an
indefinite stay after having been employed for several years at the State institution at Howard, R. I.

Mrs. L. P. Swett of Bangor, who recently underwent a very critical operation in Boston, arrived recently as the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Minzner of Cenguest of her brother, Wm. F. Weshee,
ter Harbor, N. H., have returned home
and wife, and returned Tuesday to her
*tter several days’ visit with Mr. and
home accompanied by Mr. Swett.
Mrs. E. C. Peavey.
Mrs. Sarah Levecseller has
Mrs. A. T. Harvey passed away at her
returned
home Oct 7, after a long illnesa. She from Lewiston after visiting her daughtMrs.
Everard Bryant, for a few
lea ves an aged husband and a son, Samu- er,
weeks.
el, to mourn their loss. Funeral services were held from the schoolhouse SatSylvia Nickerson is attending school
urday afternoon, Oct. #, Rev. William at Belfast boarding with her
aunt, Mrs.
Vaughan of East Belfast officiating.
Ida Rivers.

For Electors of
President and Vice President

President and Vice President

□
□

of this

place, has accepted a position at the State
Prison, Rhode Island, and left for that
State October 4th.

For Electors of

===§
William R. Roii, Presque Isle

I

~

Sanford K. Ballard, Auburn

j

George E. Kittredge, So. Portland

Abraham Lincoln Young:, Camden

~d

i

Charles

R.

Haradon, Portland

n

---H
LJ

Frank B. Hayes, Lewiston

I

□
Elmer E. Knowles, Portland

□
Charles B. Clarke, Portland

|

□

□
Frank B. Miller, Rockland

j

| |

Fred E. Irish, Bath

--—-k_;

□
James F. Carer, Surrr
~

□
Henry G. Casey, Auburn

D
George M. Knowles, Portland

J
Willis T. Emmons, Saco

j"

|

Frederic D. Lyford, Lewiston

John M. Britt, North Tarmouth

□I

□

Be prepared to renew yonr membership
The Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate
W. W. Wilaon of in the Red Cross November 11th,
Company have sold for
Boston, Mass., his cottage at Swan Lake
Ben D. Field had an unusual display at
to Miss Bessie L. Hubbard of this city.
hia grocery store Tuesday—a crate oj
Drucilla and Burleigh, the children of most delicious cultivated raspberries rais(WITH APOLOGIES TO
and Mrs. E. E. Roderick, recently ed on the Hudson Brown farm in NorthSupt.
BROWNING)
I
2
Holstein
observed their birthdays with a home port.
We have all sorts and all kinds of
hats
party. Refreshments were served and
a
Capt. William V. Pratt of this city, for
low
papers,
loud
were Ethna
games played. The guests
quiet
some time in command of the U. S. S.
Brown
black
Charlotte
and
felt
Cooper, New
and
Worcester, Anne
velour hats
York, has been placed in command
Hats for old folks, hats for
Marian Stackpole, Leonard Thombs and
of the Destroyer Force of the Pacific
young folks
Bennie Buzzell.
Hats for snare
hats for stout folks.
Fleet. As he will probably spend the
The North Anson Lumber Company winter on the Pacific Coast Mrs. Pratt
to sell on account of
have begun cutting timber on the wood and little son, William V., Jr., will join
room to
lot bought some time ago of Clarence M. him early in November. They plan to
Knowlton on Congress street. The crew take a house in Southern California for
to make it clear to you that WE HAVE
is under the direction of Ernest P. Piper. the season.
\\V are
HAT8 TO SELL
are stacking the timber at present,
They
ome in and see them, try one on, and you’ll wear it home.
A car load of radio equipment has arbut in the near future will put a power
rived and is stored on the premises, forYours very
mill on the lot.
BELFAST,
MAINE
merly the Dutch farm on Congress street.
A large number of members of the
Earl L. Sheldon and family, who have
Belfast Chamber of Commerce attended
been occupying the farm house, have
the rally in Searsmont last Thursday
moved to Carmel. Melvin Woods, son
7
evening. They were enthusiaatic over the of Mr. and Mrs.
Buys 100 cents worth.
William Woods of Conchicken supper served by the Searsmont
gress street, who has been occupying the
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
covers
100
were
when
about
laid.
ladies,
Dutch bungalow during the summer with Book No. 12,859, issued by this bank, has AT ONCE—a pastry cook and
John R. Dunton presided as toastmaster
his bride, has returned to Alabama for been lost and
Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie and children have
application has be:n made for
kitchen help at the Windsor
and remarks were made by Mayor Clemto renew your
the winter. Work will soon begin on the a duplicate book according to laws regulatmembership
closed their cottage at Little River and in thePr„ePared
L.
W.
Dr.
W.
Willent
Red Cross November 11th.
Wescott,
West,
Hotel.
Radio Station.
ing issuing new books.
moved to the Flanders house on Church
iam K. Keene and president Beit L.
William
M.
Randall
FULLER
C.
WENTWORTH.
has
leased the
street, where they will live for the presMrs. Sumner C. Pattee’s Saturday afDavis. A social hour was followed by
Charles O’Connell residence on
Treasurer.
ent. Her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Thomt>ark dancing with music by Sanford’S or- ternoon dancing class is liberally patronstreet
and
with Mrs. Randall and
would think of
Belfast, Oct. 11, 1920.-3w42
as D.
her chestra of Liberty. It was an
Barr, have rented their residence two
ized and has a membership of 35 pupils.
evening
little girls will
on Cedar street and will live with her.
occupy it.
of eye
They are very enthusiastic and anxious
well spent.
-at: a
FOR RENT.
Ralph H. Dunbar, treasurer of the
to learn the new steps as well as the ball
The funeral of Mrs. Catherine Nichols
twento
A
containing
package
registered
without
Waldo Trust
Company, has moved his
room mannerisms, etc.
Mrs.
S.
S. L.
Pattee
will
Colcord was held Oct. 8th at the resiwas
received at
quit-claim deeds
sional man skill- I dence of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson, family here from Greenville and taken ty-eight
soon begin teaching the fancy dances.
on High Street, tor
Garage
the Waldo Registry of Deeds Tuesday
half of the James
J7 Park Street.
C. Durham residence
Mrs. Pattee is also popular with her adult
her late home. Rev. George C. Boorn of on
mat one
The grantors in all of them were Trustwo cars. Telephone 132-14.
Church street.
as she is a natural instructor.
The
the Belfast Universalist Church officiated
tees of the Methodist Episcopal Churches class,
The |50 raised by
business.
subscription by the in the East Maine Conference including assemblies following the Monday lessons
and Mrs. Edwin P. Frost rendered a soBelfast Free Library, as its quota for the
will later in the season afford a favorite
Mrs. Colcord died Monday,
prano solo.
Brewer, Bucksport, Searsport, LincolnBooks for Everybody
Fund, in May, has ville, Haippden, West Hampden, Winter- pastime at small expense. On account
Oct. 4th. She was highly respected and
A bar pin Monday night, tinder
be_'ri credited to this
We are offering a parlor organ, in first
library in the books port, Unity, Rockport, Northport, Cam- of the absence of members of McKeen’s
there was a large attendance. The floral
of the American
class condition, at very low price. Apply please leave at City Drug Store and
Library Association in den, North Bucksport, Union, Sears- orchestra the lesson for next Monday
contributions were beautiful.
ORRIN J. DICKEY.
to
Augusta.
will be omitted.
receive a reward.
2w42
a
Belfast, Maine.
mont, Belfast, Orrington, Orono, Grace evening
The District meeting of Odd Fellows
Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Stoddard
observed of Bangor, Bangor, Monroe, North SearsI odges will be held in Belfast with Waldo
their fif .ieth wedding
m
anniversary at port, South Orrington, Rockport, Centre
Lolge Thursday evening, Oct. 14th. The their
home on Church street last SaturOrrington, Thomaston, Morrill, Eddingfollowing lodges, Invictus of Unity,
day.
Only their immediate family were ton, Carmel. The grantees were the
>nle go to a
Sears of Searsport and Monroe of Monroe
present. They were the recipients of
Northpo.t Wesleyan Grove Campmeetwill be present.
Supper will be served
ie? are for sale,
many cards, flowers, etc., from friends
Tne real estate transing Association.
in the banquet hall at 6.30 to which the
and the orders to which
the clerk: “I want
they belonged.
ferred are three parcels of land now occulocal members and guests will be presen t.
1-2 wide shoe, I
Gordon Sawin, the little Augusta lad pied by the “society cottages,” but does
Austin J. Fernald, D. D. G. M., will preThis action
not include the buildings.
and mascot of Co. F. the Third
side.
first
will
be
The
served
at
degree
K width.”
Maine, was taken at the annual Conference in
the most in
was injured last
your
the meeting.
Saturday in an auto ac- Brewer. The deeds are all from the law
of
cident
&
Snare
and is in the Augusta
Bangor.
hospital office of Mayo
clerk gets a size
John Cox, a public auto driver, was
suflering with a lacerated head, bruised
The Waldo County Hospital. Miss
forenoon
while
on
the
Monday
customer
injured
the
and
arms and back.
He was a very great Maude
Sibley, R. N., of the North HosBelmont road near the John C. Gray
favorite with all who met him and spent
the shoe and if
=
I.---.-.-.-.—:
pital, Rockland, has been assisting in
farm. One of his tires came off and his
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inspection, which will might be. All were happily surprised
Monday evening, Oct. 18th, when told to gather at Odd Fellows
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hall,
"'PPer, to which the Sons are in- where the boys also
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were to come and
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where supper prepared by Supt. and Mrs.
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Wentworth

writes Belfast friends that he has passed
the examination and is to take Electri-

PATRONIZE

cal Construction for two years.
He has
been transferred to the University of
Maine but at the Government’s expense
on account of an overflow at Wentworth.
Mr. Sargent has recently received from
the Adjutant General’s office in the War

We guarantee satisfaction in all
Department an accolade, which is the
our work or money refunded.
“conferring of knighthood with a light
Team will call for and deliver
blow of a sword on the shoulder.” It is a
goods Monday, Wednesday and
beautiful picture in sepia, 12 by 16 inches.
Saturday mornings.
Columbia is standing in front of the
waving Stars and Stripes, is backed by
tbe boys in uniform, holds aloft in her
left hand the Roll of Honor and with her
right hand is resting the sword on the
shoulder of the boy kneeling at her feet
Tel 329-3
1
with rifle in his right hand.
Over the
picture are the wordB, “Columbia gives
to her son the accolade of the new chivalry of hnmanity” while beneath is the
designation: "Walter L. Sargent, Pvt. One DOUBLE HORSE SLED in
ffood
M. G. Co., 103rd Infantry, served with condition. Call t
honor in the World War and was woundTELEPHONE OFFICE,
ed in action.”
Belfast, Maine
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SHIRLEY MASON in
“LOVES’
HARVEST”

Whirlwind
No. 7.

A dramatic comedy of love and the stage.
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in the world in the

Million Dollar Pathe
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Serial,
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JtU HIS AILMENTS
DISAPPEAREB

OLD AND NEW COX SLOGANS.

WiNTERPORT

—
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When He Tried “Fruit-a-tives”
or Fruit Liver Tablets
Mount Belknap Hotel,

Lakeport, N.H,
years of age, chronic Constip-

“At 70
ation was causing mo to suffer with

distressing Headaches, Dizziness and
Indigestion.
I believe I have taken more medicine than any half-dozen people in
town ; but nothing did me good until 1
tried ‘Fruit-a-ticcs’.
Flight away I could see their good
effects. After taking them for three
"months, my bowels were regular,
and the other ailments disappeared”,
FRANK A. HALE.
00c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FPitTIT-A-TIYES
Limited. CGDENSBURG. N. Y.

Sane, Sound and

The following interWashington.
esting interview with Governor James
M. Cox of Ohio was published in the
hotel column of the Washington Post
four years ago—viz, on July 29, 1916:
“Ohio is not the only state where
the people are shouting the praises of
the President for having preserved

Timely

Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 2, 1920.
Mr. Lewis A. Burleigh,
Editor, The Kennebec Journal,
Augusta, Me.
Dear Mr. Burleigh:
So many former Progressives have
asked me why I am for Harding that perhaps your readers might be interested in
Hear they are:
my reasons.
I am a follower of Theodore Roosevelt
While he was here I
dead.
alive or
worked with him and supported him.
Now that he has gone to his reward, I
stand tor the principles and work for the
things for which he worked and stood I

peace in the United States. Our honor
The slogan
has remained unsullied.
‘He Kept Us Out of War’ will be the
most effective argument the Democrats
can use in the campaign. Americanism
has been pre-empted by the President,
and every other problem of national
import has been met squarely and sat-

isfactorily.”
This tends to show the caliber of
With him it is anyGovernor Cox.
thing to win, any sort of a catch phrase,
slogan or anything to deceive or fool
the people.

HARDING TO THE FARMERS.
Senator Harding’s speech to the
farmers of the country, delivered at
the Minnesota State Fair, is commendable not only for the subject matter
and the constructive statesmanship
which it contains, but for the calm and
dignified tone which prevails throughout the entire address. Nothing could

thoroughly impress intelligent
people with the difference in the senator and his opponent and their qualifications for the presidency than Senator
Harding’s comprehensive discussion of
the agricultural problems of the namore

tion and the solution which must be
to them and the political harangue delivered at the same place by
Governor Cox.—Sioux City (In.) Jour-

applied

nal.

SWANV1LLE.

Mrs. Sophia Jellerson has moved into
the rent over the garage recently vacated
by Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Cheney.

Congressman and Mrs. Ira G. Hersey
of Washington, D. C., were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. L H. Davis recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos D. Wilson have
“NOTHING ELSE COULD HAVE DONE
moved into the house owned by Mr. and
DID”
ME THE GOOD TaNLAC
Mrs. Frank French on Willow street.
SAYS PORTLAND MAN.
Mrs. "William Cookson and daughter.
Miss Rita Cookson, returned Oct. 2nd
As I have taken no other medicine but from spending the summer at Bar Harbor.
Taniac, I know it deserves all the credit
Dr. W. J. Adlington, accompanied by
for my gaining fourteen pounds in weight
Miss Kathleen McCaffrey and Mrs. E. H.
and my present good health” said John
have returned from a trip to
C. Batchelor, with Howard & Horn, boil- Clements,
Portland.
ermakers and machinists, Portland, Me.
Mrs. S. W. McDonough and family have
“Before I began taking Taniac I had
lost a lot of weight and became badly moved to Bangor to spend the winter
run-down. I had been suffering from in- months. Reuben Snow and family will ;
digestion for seven months and my appe- occupy her home.
tite had just about left me entirely. I
Miss C. Bertha Cole of Boston, who
always got up in the mornings with a bad spent the month of September at her
taste in my mouth, could never eat any
home here, left Oct. 5th to resume her
breakfast and only a few mouthfuls at
lucrative position in the State House.
when
I
at
came
home
while
night
dinner,
The Misses Winnie Merrill, Pearl Bean,
from work maybe I could eat a square
meal; butl always paid for it afterwards Mildred and Ethel Donlin, Margaret
in suffering. There were pains all over Thayer and Alice McDonough, have remy body and sharp, shooting pains in the turned from spening the season at Jordan
region of my heart (just about all the Pond.
time. My kidneys gave me a lot of trouble
The following U. of M. students wereand I suffered with severe pains across
at their homes for the week-end: Miss
the small of my back. I was so restless
Helen Downes, Kenneth Nealley, Roy
at night I would roll and toss from one
and guest Leon
side of the bed to the other all night long Fernald, Tyler Conant
of Hampden.
and got up every morning with a split- Rawley
ting headache, feeling so tired and worn
out I just had to force myself off to work.
FREEDOM.
My nerves were in such bad condition I
could hardly stand the children playing
Mr. Louis Flye and mother were in
around the house, and the> noise down at
the shop where I work would almost drive Waterville on business recently.
me distracted.
Mr. Fred N. Flye and Will Thompson
Auer reaaing so mucn sdoui me goou
were in Belfast Sept. 27 on business.
Tanlac was doing I decided to give it a
Norman Danforth and wife visited his
trial and it proved to be exactly the
medicine I needed. I began to improve grandmother, Mrs. Nellie Banton, Sept.
■

on the very first bottle and in a short
old-self again. I now
Miss Vina Nickerson and her friend, while I was my
have a splendid appetite; eat just anyMiss
are
of
Havens,
Portland, Me.,
am a Roosevelt Republican.
with
I
guests of her mother, Mrs. Mary F. Nick- thing want and everything agreesof
Had he lived, my choice for the Re
me perfectly. I never have a pain
any
erson and her daughter Celia.
Presithe
next
for
publican nominee and
kind, sleep well and always get up in the
Mr.
G.
Mrs.
T.
D.
NickT.
Nickerson,
RooseTheodore
been
have
dent would
fine. My kiderson and Mrs. C. R
Nickerson motor- mornings feeling simply
velt. Bnt only the spirit of Roosevelt is
and I
ed to Bangor recently and were guests neys do not bother me any more,
with us still. The Republican Convenfeel good all the time. I have regained
tion has perforce chosen another candi- of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cunningham.
I can do my regular
Messrs. Elmer and Stanley Cunning- my strength so that
date. I can not have what I wanted.
and can worn all
ham of Bancor spent the week end re- day’s work with ease
a bit of trouble.
That, however, is no reason for throwing
kinds
without
of
overtime
with their people in town.
cently
my,vote away.
I don’t believe there is another medicine
Miss
Harriet
M.
is
Nickerson
visiting
I
have
Senator Harding and
opposed
in the world that will do anybody as
each other in politics. He was regular in Houlton with Mr. and Mrs. C. H. much
good in so short a time as Tanlac
in 1912, while I followed Roosevelt; and Black and daughter, guests of Mr. and has me.”
f can never be glad enough that I did. Mrs. Lafayette Black.
Tanlac is sold in Belfast by Read &
Mr. C. R. Nickerson and family, Mr.
He has said things about Roosevelt which
in Prospect by L. C. Dow & Co.,
I deeply resented; I have said things G. T. Nickerson and family, Mr. W. E. Hills;
in Brooks by Albert R. Pilley, Stockton
about Harding which he must have re- Damm and family and Mr. W. M. Briggs
J. C. Gordon, Winterport by
sented just as deeply, and I have not for- and family, went on a clam-bake re- Springs by
Winterport Farmers’ Union, F. A. Mcgotten. He has many friends who are cently.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bridge have closed Cambridge, Frankfort, Farwell Brothers,
not mine, and there is not a little in his
B. F. Grant, Frankfort and
record that I regret. On the other hand, their camp at Moosehead Lake and arriv- Thorndike,
Cobb & Paine, Searsmont.
ed here Sept. 28th. Mr. Bridge left Sept.
I find deep in his confidence men whom I
30th for Montreal.
Mrs. B. will remain
trust; what I like least in his record is for a
few weeks’ visit with her mother,
farthest back; and what he has said
PROSPECT iERRY
Mrs.
H.
F.
M.
Phillips.
about Forestry, Conservation and Agriculture at Marion is sound and right.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Mills were in BanPHILIPPINE SCHOOLS
Senator Harding was not made to my
gor Oct. 4th.
order! but he is by no means the ReacThe total enrollment in public schools of
tionary I thought him. He is a RepubliOtis Ginn and Angelia Har.iman of
the Philippines at the end of the first
can
Regular, who supports what his month
of the present school year was B rewer called on relatives here Oct. 3rd.
with
the
maand
acts
Party agrees on,
a general increase in the attendBert Mitchener
of Everett,
Capt.
jority. There is nothing autocratic about 884,646,
ance of approximately 11 per cent over
him. Under him, there will be no oneis visiting his brother, Capt. HarMass.,
total
The
the
last
of
enrollment
year.
man rule at Washington, Congress will
of the islands is about 10,500,- vey Mitchener.
represent not the President, but the peo- population
nearly one person in 10 is in the
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Hooper and two
ple, and the government will be Ameri- 000; schools.
public
can again.
The high school attendance is 17,346 sons of Brewer were recent visitors with
but
is
no
super-man,
simple,
Harding
There are Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Holbrook.
where last year it was 15,712.
earnest, sincere and human, best thought 1 15
high schools in the islands; the enrollMen who know
of where best known.
Capt. and Mrs. Will Perry and daughi ment in the Manila high school is 3,010.
him, and on whose judgment I rely, say All
these enrollment figures would be ter Doris of Bath visited Capt. and Mrs.
he is slow to decide, but having decided
Rufus
Hairiman several days recently.
What I saw at much larger if there were adequate fastands like a stone wall.
all
children
cilities
for
accommodating
bePercy
Harding was a recent week-end
liked
Harding
Marion confirms it. I
who apply for admission to the schools,
visitor here with his family leaving on
cause he
dodged nothing, looked me
but although the government is devoting the Monday morning train for Vancestraight in the eye, and unmistakably
over a period of five years to
boro.
He was accompanied as far as
meant what he said. And I liked Mrs. $15,000,000
the
construction of new school buildings Bangor by his w'ife.
Harding even better.
best
and
the
of
its
school
purchase
sites,
I want to see Harding elected not only
not keep pace with the growbecause I have come to think well of efforts do
demand
for
education.
ing
public
to the Party
but because he

Children Cry

belongs
of Lincoln and Roosevelt, and because I
him,

have had my fill of the Democrats at
Washington. We must have in charge
men and a Party capable of running the
government, and in the White House a
President, not a boss.
Cox is in bad company. The liquor
He stands with Baker,
men are for him.
who refused to prepare when he knew
to come, and therewas
sure
that War
fore sent against the German machine
guns thousands of young Americans untrained oi half-trained, and without artillery suDPort.
Cox stands for Palmer, who promised
to reduce the cost of living and conspicuously failed, but for political reasons let
the liquor traffic go on; who denied the
rights of free speech and free assembly;
imprisoned hundreds of people in defiance
of the law he was sworn to enforce; and
turned over to the Southern Pacific Railroad without a struggle five hundred million dollars worth of oil lands in California to which it had no right. That Palmer
was seriously considered for the nomination at San Francisco shows how low the
Democrats have fallen. There may have
been more unfaithful public servants than
Mitchell Palmer, but not many.
Cox stands for Wilson. No sooner was
he nominated than he hastened to the
White House, and authorized the statement that there was perfect agreement
in ail things between Wilson and himself.
Nothing is more important than to have
done with the Wilson clan, and the only
way to do that is to vote against Cox.
The people of the whole earth have
learned at bitter oost that what Wilson
says is no indication of what he has done
or what he will do; that his words and his
actions do not match; and that to have
his own wav is more important in his
eyes than the safeguarding of America,
the welfare of Nations, or the saving of
human lives.
If a man believes in Wilson, argument
is useless. As for me, I hold that it is
time to finish with all that smacks of
Wilson, with the inefficiency, extravagance, and secretiveness, with the National End International blundering, and
with the impudent assumption of wisdom
The
and righteousness beyond human.
only way to rephdiate Wilson is to vote
against Cox.
Finally, Cox is too reckless in statement, too shifty in argument, too much
like a man running for a little office in a
little town. His speeches shout it aloud
—Cox is too small to be President. Harding’s speeches could have come only from
a man big enough to handle the job.
Sincerely yours,
Gifford Pinchot

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a local disease, greatly influenced by constitutional conditions, and
in order to cure it you must take an in-

ternal remedy. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine
is taken internally and acts thru the
blood on the mucous surfaces of the system. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine was prescribed by one of the best physicians in
this country for years. It is composed of
some of the best tonics known, combined
with some of the best blood purifiers. The
perfect combination of the ingredients in
Hall's Catarrh Medicine is what produces
such wonderful results in catarrhal condition. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.. Toldeo, O.
All Druggists, 76c.

Hall’s Family Pills for constipat ion.

FOR FLETCHER’S

WILD ANIMALS

CASTO R I A

The danger of wild animals in the
United States to-day may not seem to
he very great, but the government nevertheless employs a force of 500 men to
fight them and spends immense sums
The fightevery year in the campaign.
ing forces are organized under the Bureau
of Biological Survey of the Agricultural
Last year 32,000 wild aniDepartment.
mals were killed under their direction.
The force of skilled hunters are constantly employed in the work. The warfare, it is estimated, saved at least $5,000,000 worth of stock on the farms
In a
throughout the country last year.
single section of Colorado seventy-five
miles in diameter, it is reported that
twenty-five sheep a day were killed by
coyotes.
The loss of cattle, colts, pigs
and sheep in the far west due to wild
animals amounts every year to tens of
thousands of dollars.

25.

Mrs. Ralph Clement has moved to Liberty to be with her children, Ralph and
Albra E. Flye returned to Brighton j
Sept. 20, being called here on account of |
the death of his mother, Susan J. Flye.

lenwood

The Patrons of the Knox and Mont
ville Telephone Company regret very
much to have Miss Annie Penny leave
the Central Office.
She was very kind
and accommodating at alltimesland faithful to her duties.
members of Dirigo Grange from
to take the Sixth Degree, at
the State Grange held in Belfast Sept. 27
were Mrs. Annie Murch, Olive Stewart,
Idella Flye, Mae McDonald, Misses Bertha Bryant and Effie Flye, and Archie
The

Home

Freedom,

Knight.
With Her Own Favorite.

EXPERT

■‘Daughter; I hope you will go to
church this evening. The pastor’s subject, An hour with Favorite Hymns,
should be very interesting.”
“I should like very much to go, father,
but I have an engagement with my own
favorite him tonight.”
Twenty-one wood ducks, worth $10,500
to the United States Government wheii
alive, were seized in Brownfield, Me. This
is the largest seizure of wood ducks since
the law protecting them in all seasons
It is said that most
became operative.
of the gunners who shot them live in the
The birds have
vicinity of Fryeburg.
been placed in cold storage.

should have pianos tuned. Pianos
should be looked after at least
once

a

year.

I guarantee honest, conscientious work, using the latest scientific methods in tuning and re2w4i
pairing.

Lloyd D. Mi Keen,

Campaign.

Bet f ast, Maine.

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

mi-

V?

Kiddies’ Shop
I

f

l

NNU^T

)

a

new

fall line of

Dresses, Hosiery and
Undergarments

SoPPi-'e&-^

Be sure to come in
at reasonable prices.
before buying.
Cordially,

y

v

have

E.

Georgie
Church Street,

UNICORN

Dairy Ration
and efficient.
Economical because its conThe best feed
centrated.
sold. Try it in your dairy
and be convinced.
8t32eow

Safe, reliable

,«S^V

HALL & WILKINS

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance
Fire, Liability,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

Phone 316-3

Freedom Notice
•—Gala in Lot Ange.e* l'imsa.

"

KEEPING WELL MEANS
A CONSTANT FIGHT
AGAINST CATARRH
—

—

|

—

Having given Lawrence W. Burrill his
time from this date I shall collect none
of his wages and pay none of his bills.
Unity, Maine, October 4, 1920.
3w41
FRANK W. BURRILL.

MILLIKEN-TOMLINSON COMPANY.
Distributors,
Portland. Mo.

!

To the Voters

Tenement of five

Enquire

rooms

below stairs.

at the

You are h; reby notified that t e ROARI* OF
R Fa I ST it A T ION will l>« in session to revise
• nd comet the VOTLnIj LISTS of the City of
Belfast on the ten secular days prior to tb*3
arcor.u day of November,A.l) 1950. Said Boat
of Regis .ration v. i be in sessi* n from nine :n
the fuittiiio‘1 to on*1 o’clock in the afternoon
and from three i<< five o’cl ck in the afternoon
nine o’clock in the after
and from seven t
noon, on first ei„ht of said days, to receiv
evidence toucbii g the qualifications of voters
therein vnd to t.vlsr and correct ih voting
lists, and on the tsat two of said secular days,
to verify the correctness of said lists and to
complete and close u,> its records of said sis
sions. And on the last of said secular days, at
five o’clock in the afte noon, certified copies
of said voting lists shall be delivered to the
Cleric of said City of : tel fas* a d a receipt taken
therefor, except that on the last of sai-l days
devoted to registration and on the last of said
days devoted to th** records as above, the sen
sions of the Board shall close at five o’clock in
the afternoon, but r-n ni me shall be adoed to
or stricken from said lists after five o’clock in
the aitemoon of the last of said days devoted
to registration as above
W M. A. MASON. Chairman.
be Ciij ol BtMMt.
Boi
of 10 sti itioi
Belfast. Maine. October 6, 1920.

The Fraternities Heath
and Accident Asso.
Buy your protection in the Fraternities,
the leading health and accident association in Maine.

CHARLES S TAYLOR, Agent,
Hnvford Block. Belfast, Me.

18tf

AUTO

trucking of all kinds and passenger cars to let by the day or hour.
20tf
Call 114-3

C. A. Paul Garage.

FORD TOURING CAR with new body
and demountable wheels.
DOUBLE RUNNER PUNG in first-class

PROPRIETORS.

iVNiCMt 1EMPIE.
Telephone

Special

:

Nona

We wish to inforn
doing business alS t
wish to buy or sell reai
wc would be pleased i»
E. A. STROM
ROY C. FISH, 1
are

Room 2, Odd Fellow
tfi7

CoobK
Undertakt'r
Fully cquipf.il for

i

all times.

72 Main S Iml. i

ALGOLA PIUS
the Stomach. I
(
Make Pure Blood, h

FOR SALE

CITY DDUG STORE, READ S HILLS

DENI 1ST

Regulate

JOURNAL OFFICE.

Many diMMH may bo described as a catarrhal condition. Coughs, colds, nasal
catarrh, stomach and bowel disorders are just a few of the very common ills due to
catarrh.
Tight ft! Tight catarrh with a remedy of assured merit, a remedy which has a
tap”tattoo tor mofnlncss extending over half a century—

M. C. Stepnu

of the City of Belfast

,

TO RENT

v'.-Vf:
—-

Hail,

next to National Bank

BRAND

2jjjt!
v

Children’s Headwear, Sweaters,

n
Cot that
seeToa off
FROH> rr»S

N

now

worth American.

Children Cry

Furnishing-Co., Belfastj

Phone 126 4

Sugar,

wheat
cheaper, cotton and
wool are off, lumber and automobiles arc
tumbling. There are apparently good
grounds for the expectation that the
cost of living will be less next year that
this. The danger now is that the declini
in prices may become too precipitate,
and involve a panic, but the decrease ir
prices has not become great enough si
far as to make any of us panicky.—Ella

Call and See Them and you will understand at
once why a Glenwood Range “Makes Cooking Easy"

Mr. Rob Farwell and wife moved into
the Central office of the Knox and
Montville Telephone Company October
2nd.
Mrs. Farwell is to fill the vacancy,
as operator for the winter.

should assume the full responsibilities of
government during the next four years,
and that it should be held strictly responsible to the country for the discharge of
its pledges, including the creation of an
international association for preservation
of peace and the measures of reconstruction that have been so wofully neglected
by the Democratic Adminstration.”

grade.

A Modem Glenwood Range gives wonderful results with the smallest possible amount of fuel.

Mrs.
Olive Stewart commenced her
school Sept. 27, in the new school rooms
in the building known of late as the G.
A. R. Hall.

Mr. Herbert Hoover says: “I believe
strongly it is essential in the interest of
the country that the Republican party

are on the down
and corn are

Get A Glenwood And Be Sure

Samuel Bryant has moved his family
from Vassalboro into the old home of his
wife’s, known as the James Lamson Estate.

The “Front Porch”

Potato growers in Aroostook county,
who have large crops in the ground are
planning to store their harvests for higher prices, it is reported. Aroostook county
has a very large number of warehouses
and is able to take care of the crop, and
there is every indication that New Hampshire and Massachusetts, said to have had
big yields, will have to be cleaned up before the Maine farmers send their harvests out of the northern-most county to
the market.
Some of the farmers have been offered
$2 a barrel, and have refused to sell, declaring that it has cost them at least S3
to grow them. Last year the first carload of potatoes were shipped to the market on the 11th of August.

Prices

WhyTrust To Luck InBaking

Thelma.

Aroostook Farmers Hold Potatoes

One of the next things the American
housewife will call for is liquid coal.
There is such stuff. It is called “colIt is made from lignite
loidal fuel.”
The particles
combined with petroleum.
of lignite are suspended in the liquid by
colloid chemistry and burned like oil.
The petroleum used is a product left after
gasoline, kerosene, and other products
have been extracted from it, and therefore a refuse product. Tne lignite is also
valueless at the present time.

“Makes Cooking Easy”

shape.
OLIVER TYPEWRITER mechanically
as good as new.
The above will be sold cheap as we
have no further use for them. Don’t delay.
HOME FURNISHING CO.,
40tf
Belfast, Maine.

(ias. Indigestion, Bilious)
Try them. 10c. 25c. \t
Pharmacal Co., sole pt
1103, City Hall Station,
signature on each box.

|

j

FOR SAC
Lou price second
at d kitchen

_J.

'1'

AUSTIN V'hi

WANTED
Man with team or auto "
bond to sell 137 Watkins ln'»
*
products. Biggest concern
world; *1500 to *500 yearly
ritory in this county open
to J. R. WATKINS CO
ona, Minn.

,,!»

te:^

DeP^„.

Expert-

1

A

ence.

(Me.>—To read of Mrs.
,fest Bu* Lii’s experience is harrowfeelm«-3he writes: “I
A? IniaS,ne r tive children. My little
tnn

.l'rt'aml,bf, 'r

AMERICAN WOMET
DOING FULL SHARE

was so sick with fever
for two
if she were dead
giving her Dr. True’s
begain to gain at once
be without it. I feel

started
Vshe

bkl‘

not
Praild
L'psv
you.
f.,1

Mrs. Calvin

had some stomach
children
worms. Scores of
their mothers don’t know

„avel, pale face, eyes
twitching eyelids, itchand rectum, dry cough,
.(ceth, little red points on
starting during sleep, slow

10

1

"

#t

,uij

i:

Interview Thit
Present High Prices Can Be
Reduced by Votes.

|kc toD8uc»
faithful in
(.'
t lixir has been
Laxative and Worm

family

*!'?*.*,

H
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OF RESPECT

R6SOLUflONS

M,

midst

our

from

sister

while the loss of

I sal

our

feeling of sadness, we exheartfelt symPfaa „ljSt oucere and
t0'lh. family in this, their great
es

a

“!!a

That our charter be draped
reversed for a period of SO
be spread
that these resolutions
be sent to
a
grange records,and copy
a copy sent to
r aved family
Journal for publication.

'laes

f

aw*

r

Republican

f,.

,,arj to part with our sister,
life’s journey is o’er,
O0 feel her
jt

raid scenes to

“tVe shall behold

familiar

us so

her

no more.

have told us,
;,rrt is a heaven most fair,
k God in His infinite mercy
there.
,.ir. v find room for her
<

many

,.

Hattie Heald,
\Ki-iNE Morse,

Morse,
Committee on Resolutions
Oct.
2, 1920.
Belmont,
1: u’ite

Montville,
Harvest Grange,
lowing resolutions:
he Supreme Master has seen
esteemed brother, Frank A.

I,
i..

from this grange to that great
it
:p-,jc .iS jve, be
that we as a grange and as a
v have suffered a great loss,
u.i.1 not afford; be it further
hat we extend our heartfelt
S
i|le bereaved widow and
,i a copy of these resolutions
B3; vet.
the lo -al paper for Dublication,
in the bereaved widow and a
It; .'sproad on tile records.
j. V. Jackson,
Ida Jackson,
Belle Wentworth,
Committee on Resolutions
Sept. 11, 1920.

£,.

..

s,,.,::

la,I

j\!

ile

v

Grange has adopted

resolutions:

:

.:

dear Heavenly Father
to enter this grange
midst our
n jve from our
r11 and respected brother, A.
:. a Fast Master of this and Pore ■: J-i ige, rherefore be it
K-.
i. rhat in the death of Brother
M
Montville Grange has lost
in
ic.j.
esteemed member.
E
Tint while our hearts are
L
iw and sympathy for the
(W

ijr

again

fc

1

b

it

acknowledge
who doeth all things

we

v,

m

must

e

outof respect to Broth■■
mory our charter be draped
lavs tliat a copy of these resolaced upon our records, one
: imily and to the local paper
M

K indication.

Adams,

|

Committee

il.BY,
(1 iRDON,

j

Resolutions.
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VlRTHPORT
Patch has been quite ill.
Rankin
of Lincolnville,
>ols, was in town Oct. 1st.
of North Fairfield has
mg her daughter, Mrs. Merle

H.t'iwm

St:'

Mrs. Clarke and family of
the Stevens cottage, South
few weeks.
"

«

t

nige and family are moving
■se above Little River which
upied for some time.

Lake Smith and daughter have

*•

’heir home iu New Jersey,
ng the summer at Bayside.
Mrs

Perry,

Mrs. Donahue

Hall, all of Rockland,
uusin, Mrs. Chester Shela

ird

Mrs. H. W. Carr have clesed
'tage
Birch Crest Park and
n
the winter at their cottage

feasant Pond.

.I
v

Mrs Geo. A. Crockett and
,m
!
ter Ruth of
Thomaston, with
M
w illard Roberts of Readvisited Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
ently, and called on friends

town

“*

of California is visiting the
bayside, this being his
>
Northport for 45 years,
lived in what is
ih..
Doyle distriot, near the

e

j,

l'

hi;

Mrs. Coolidge sat In a day coach on
slow local train between Boston and
Northampton and talked about her

8

^^^aiige has adopted the follow! Rations of respect:!} _^3
l\
the Divine Master has sud,,

an

By E3telline Bennett.

1851.

Relief,

If-

!ler at

husband, her children, the high cost of
living and the domestic problem. The
conductor and the brakeman stopped
us they went through the car to talk
her.
She had made friends with
them in her frequent journeys back
and forth to keep in touch with her
children in school In Northampton and
her husband at his duties in the state
capitol. She knitted diligently as she
talked.
During those trips she knits
all the winter stockings and sweaters
for her two boys—John, aged fourteen. and Calvin, twelve.
“Too many people are afraid of
work,” she thinks is the fundamental
reason for the high cost of living and
the much discussed domestic problem.
“I think the only thing the women
of the country can do now,” she said,
with the quiet conviction of one who
lias thought it all out, “is to vote for
the men whom they think will make the
right laws and see that they are enforced. They have done all they can
in the home. I think the reason there
is so much sugar on hand now is because people are doing without it in
their homes.
to

Women Have Done Their Share.
“American women have done, and
still are doing, their full share. They
have sacrificed and saved and substituted and made over.
But that isn’t
enough. They’ll have to vote the high
cost of living down.
“Here In New England, where It is
a little hard for us to give up pie,” she
laughed at the tradition that has become a Joke, “we have learned to use
all kinds of cheaper substitutes for
butter and lard, and in my own household we have experimented with different fruit combinations to find something we like and that will take the
least sugar.
Apples must be tart to
make good pies, but we have found
that blueberries take less sugar and
the combination of apples and blueberries, half and half, is delicious, requires less sweetening than apples and
has more character than the blueberries alone.”
Knows No Domestic Problems.
The domestic problem, which is closing homes all over the country and increasing the hotel population, is something of which Mrs. Coolidge thinks
she has no personal, practical knowledge. She never keeps but one maid,
and she never has been without one.
Ir the fifteen years of her married life
she has had only two.
The first one
she inherited with the furnished house
into which she and Mr. Coolidge
moved when they were married nnd
took with her when she moved. The
second came when the first left to go
and live with her sister.
There must be a reason for their
staying, it was suggested to Mrs. Coolidge, nnd she thought possibly there
were several.
She thought the type of
maid had something to do with it.
Her’s both have been American women old enough to have a sense of responsibility to their work and intelligent enough to respond to reasonable
courteous treatment.
“A good many women who keep only
one mnid have trouble in their households because both mistress and maid,
but chiefly the mistress, are afraid of
work. A woman expects one maid to
do tlie cooking and scrubbing and everything else and still be dressed up in
black dress with white cap and apron,
ready to answer the doorbell any minute.
It isn't humanly possible. I alI
ways answer my doorbell myself.
In the first
do it for two reasons.
place, there is no one else, and, in the
second, I like to greet my friends at
the door myself."
Have Homo Orchestra.
Mrs. Coolldge Is of medium height,
with brown hair, hazel eyes that hold
a good deal of merriment and a very
quick sense of humor. At home she
and her children have a little orchesMrs. Coolldge plays the piano,
tra.
John the violin, and Calvin, after considerable discussion, In which he favored a bass drum, compromised on a
banjo-mandolin. They play hymns and

war songs usually—the hymns they
learn In the Congregational church and
Sunday School of Northampton. They
Wioolhouse.
avoid difficult and unfamiliar music
because the object of the orchestra la
entirely recreational and not educational. That Is a part of Mrs. Cool•
mg is teaching in Nort'iport.
idge’s educations' policy—that chilrrl
dren should work when they work and
rocker visited friends in
1
Gently.
play when they play and keep the two
Aid of the M. E. church separate. That was why she sent her
at the vestry Sept. 28
boys to the public schools of North»!:: ,, ,l8
Well Patronized.
ampton when they were five years old.
Stearns has returned to her i
Every morning when she is in North»05.
■‘
ster, Mass., after spend- ampton, Mrs. Coolldge takes her Boa^ w‘th her
sister, MrsJJ ton bag and goes to market. If the
jar'
“HCnson.
neighbor next doer Is going Mrs. Cool^
MilJett has returned from ldge goes with her In the car. Otherhr
hospital, where she has wise she walks. She has no domestic
treatment a number of policy. She1 buys, she says, “what the
3 mucb
improved in health. family need and can afford.”
Ta*
are very fortunate in havS' *
teachers as last year,
n"
'bine Hrsaiue
American Red Cross Roll Call.
ryant in the grammar and
*8
-,’tta
The Fourth Annual Roll Call of the
m the
S'ner
primary. They
S(r
American Red Cross will be held this
get a teacher for the
*r‘
ichool w
Mr Stewart of Rockland year from Armistice Day, November
Wn pp
yin2 until a teacher can
11, to Thanksgiving Day. November 25,
inclusive. During this period the men
and women of the United States will
Humorous.
pay their annual dues and renew their

hr,,'formerly
ji_
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(In a signed, copyrighted article written from the Democratic convention hfill
International
San Francisco for the
News Service, William J. Bryan paid the
following remarkable tribute to Jose P.
Melencio the young Filipino who is in
charge of the Philippine Independence
Publicity campaign in tlie United States:)
at

DISCUSSES HIGH LIVING COSTS
Declares in

following

Repa,Jd

\*ouldPe,rJhaPgThey

w

com-

w°men marry.
They
SWear’ but don,t
if they wore
are

more

men’ also more zoological,
w°men sprang from monthe
v°men sprang farther than
men
and

^

WON THE HONORS

By WILLIAM J. BRYAN.

,,

'“ou,

s.

stom0f worms: Deranged
ofVei lip, sour stomach,
and full belly, with

s

of

Her Sex.

v>',,b
fabled«s an(J
S'ir-1’

Coolidge, Wife

Republican Nominee, Praises

to

“ms child

rttf«ra‘i

SAYS FILIPINO

'FOR THE COUNTRY

t r"’'
[n";l,crr, oU
t
t

WM, J. BRYAN

The greatest personal victory yet
won in this Democratic convention was
scored hy a young Filipino by the name
of Jose P. Melencio.
He has charge of
the Philippine Publicity Bureau at
He is only twenty-six years old and
received his education in the public
schools
of
the
Philippines—under
American teachers, as he proudly
boasted—and at Georgetown, D. O.
He is a
remarkably promising young

The fast young man is seldom going in
the right direction.—Cartoons Magazine?

THE NAME of Goodrich, branded
on automobile tires, is itself a certification of the very
satisfaction.

man.

Speaking with grace, using the best
language and without a trace of embarrassment, he presented the claim

of the Filipinos to
independence. The
audience
the
was
at
astonished
strength of his argument, the skill
with which he marshaled his facts and
the high tone of his speech. He captivated everyone and committeemen and
visitors paid him the compliment of
rising and cheering when he concluded
his plea.
When one of the committee asked
him some questions he returned to the
platform and answered them with as
much logic and precision as if he had
iaken weeks to prepare his answer. It

Stamped

8000 Miles for Silvertown

Cords,
6000 Miles for Fabric Tires, is an

adjustment basis maintained only

one

SOME FACTS
ABOUT THE

by

virtu e of

reflected in

persistent high quality
the big mileage which

GoodrichTires deliver.

i

I

Go drich Tires

PHILIPPINES1

"

/i

The University of Santo Tomas Is
25 years older than Harvard.

Best in the

pine archipelago.
English is taught exclusively in the
Philippine public schools. Two million natives now speak English fluently, and there are 700,000 English
speaking children in the public schools.
It is destined to be the national language.

Seventy per cent of the inhabitants
of the Philippines over ten years of
age, according to a census just completed, are literate. This is a higher
percentage of literacy than that of any
South American country, higher than
that of Spain and higher than that of
any of the new republics of Europe
whose independence is being guaranteed by the Allies.
The Filipino people are unanimous
their
desire
for
independence.
Whenever they are called upon to deposit their ballots they have always
ratified this aspiration. At every session before adjournment their representatives in the Legislature reiterate
their faith in the principles of liberty
and the independence of the Filipino

B. O.

NORTON, 24 High Street, Belfast

Notice
TO NOTIFY the public
that I have sold my marble
business on High Street to
C. A. Bruce, but have not sold
my GRANITE SHOP on BRIDGE
STREET, or gone out of business
I am now
as has been reported.
devoting my whole attention to
the quarrying and manufcturing
of granite. You will always find
something doing here and a variety of finished work to select from.

1WISH

When they ask for more--they give
the finest tribute that can be paid to
the housewife who prides herself on
her baking. The finest tribute paid to

William Tell

In

A. S. HEAL,
Bridge Street, Belfast, Maine

Flour

W.L. COOK

people.
The Filipinos declare they have bo
grudge or grievance against the AmerTheir appeal is accomican people.
panied by a message of friendship and
gratitude for all that America has don©
for them. They point out that Uncle
Sam gave Independence to Cuba, and
they hope that they, too, will receive
that boon without which, they declare,
no civilized and patriotic people can
enjoy the maximum of happiness and

the fact that after a woman has used
it once, she wants it again. From that
time on, she judges all flours by William
Tell and no other flour will satisfy her.

is

Undertaker
Licensed Embalmer

William Tell wins its favor because it is
always clean and pure and fine.

License 377.

Belfast,

Maine.

Tel. 61-3
Be sure of best results by using William
Tell.

self-respect.
A special delegation of Filipinos, officially representing the Filipino people, attended the Republican and Democratic National conventions, seeking
an indorsement of the Filipino desire
for independence in the two platforms.
Their arguments, briefly stated, were

It

follows:
First.—That the American Declaration of Independence declares that
governments derive their just powers
from the consent of the governed ;
Second.—That the American Congress, In the .Tones law, solemnly prom-

beenj

Same Old
with

over

Standby

100 yean of Success

Dr. A. M.

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

Dr. Hester Brown
30 High Street.

Tel. 320

trag

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Cramps,
ChiUs, Sprains, Strains, and many other
internal and external ilje
All dealers.

25 and 50 cents.

OTIS F. HAMLIN, late of Brooks,
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
HERBERT J. HAMLIN.
Brooks, Maine. Sept. 14, 1920.—40

the best.

grocer—WILLIAM

TELL.

COMPANY

fiEgR^HARVESTnMG^
IS »M
UPPLIES
Reduce

Harvesting Work to u Minimum.
Buy K&W Goods and buy Reliable Goods
They will take
manner.

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
The subADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of

for

tell your

SWAN-WHITTEN

scriber

Doctor’s Favorite Prescription

costs no more to use

Just

as

ised the Filipinos independence upon
the establishment of a stable government, and that their claim that the
said stable government is now in existence in the Islands has been official- \
ly confirmed by America's own repre-S
.3
sentatives there ; and
Third.—That America went before ■
recent
war as the!
the world in the
avowed champion of “self deterinina-B
tton,” American soldiers having
told it was one of the things they
were fighting and dying for.

8000 Miles

SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY

years
ment

There are only G.G84 Japanese In the
Philippines. There are about 100,000
Japanese in California alone, or 13
times as many as in the entire Philip-

Cords,

”

Fabric Tires, 6000 Miles

They have been Christians for 300
and have a culture and refinethat will compare very favorably
with that of other nations.

Long Run

cA Vvstn::::t 'Tiasis: Silvertown

The Filipino people number 10,350,010, of which 9,495,272 are Christians
and only 9 per cent non-Christians.

'

tires, it

service.

a

As

in tire

utmost

upon millions of

*

has stood and today stands responsible for their superior quality and

remarkable triumph.
who began twenty-two years
ago to fight for the promise of independence I was proud of this illustration of what the Filipino is capable.

was

membership.
Smith: They are making some fine
hosiery these days.
Jones: Sheer enough, sheer enough!—
Cartoons Magazine.

cA Name and Brand fo Trust

Washington.

of every harvesting need in a moat satisfactory
Figure up your needs I Which of thefollowing helps are wanted?
care

Potato Diggers: Ensilage and Feed Cutters: Silos:
Farm Boilers: Grain and Bean Threshers: Fan and
Cider Mills: Harvest Baskets: Gasolene Engines.

Smalley’s
ROC ALAND,CAMDEN
and BELFAST

AUTO SERVICE
Leave Hotel Rockland daily,
calling at
Thorndike Hotel at 7 a. m. at 12.30 p. m.
Leave Windsor Hotel, Belfast daily at

10.30 a m. and 4 30 p, m.
These cars connect with
McLaughlin’s
Bus to Bangor.
This sell- dule will be run as near on
time as possible until further notice.

ARTHUR S. SMALLEY
Telephone

Buy of your dealer—or write us
direct. Catalog, free on request.
Kendall and Whitney * Portland. Mo.
—_HL____

___

in the

436-2

sT Z. Pattee, M. D.,
Masonic

We would like to have you subscribs for The
Journal, Mr.

ROCKLAND

Residence

lemple.
at

Room 6.

45 High Street.

Telephone 338-2

40

Dr. C. Edw. Britto left last week for

Cambridge, Mass., where he will take a
special course at Harvard, which is de-

CLARIONS LIGHTEN HOUSEWORK

signed to fit physicians for the Public
Health service, in which the demand is
said to greatly exceed the supply.

You have much more time for
other things when a Clarion saves

Mrs. Alvah C. Treat returned home on
the 6th from a visit with her sister in

steps.

your

A Clarion turns off an immense

Sold

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Felker

are

taking
a

a

some

Mr.

Roscoe Arey

and Mrs.
a

bor.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Adams of Cam
den were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur Blodgett.

a

hand-

work of
Delicious refreshments of

now

much interested to learn that she will go
I on concert tour the coming winter as so| prano soloist with the Commonwealth

pear

singularly

medals which

are

bars—Champagne-Marue, Aigne-Marne,
St.
Mihiel, Muse- Argonne, Defensive

Mrs.

turned from visits in Castine, Penobscot
and Winterport.

Miss

Mr. and Mrs. George P. Cilley of Port-,
land were guests last week of Mr. and

in the great war should not care for his is

Mrs. Wm. P. Sargent.

James Carver, formerly of Searsport.
She spent last summer at Highmount in
the Adirondacks, studying voice culture

Mrs. George A. Bowen returned Tuesday from a motor trip to the Moosehead
region, with a party of friends.

under Isadore Luckstone.

News has Deen received by relatives
here of the death of Mrs. Abbie Twom-

to the number of 24 and their guests to
the number of 10 assembled at The Anchorage last Wednesday and were highly

Mrs. Leon White and little
Ruth of Bangor are guests of Mrs. White’s

parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy.
Miss Jessie

Miss Rebecca

Nickerson,

Ross and Miss Clara Roulstone motored
to Bar Harbor Tuesday, returning the

night.

same

Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Smith returned
the first of the week from
their daughter, Mrs. Leon

a

visit

w

Cobbeit,

ith
in

Brockton, Mass.
The

Ladies’

Aid

of

the

Methodic

church will meet this (Thursday) after
at the home of Mrs. Melvena Hich-

noon

born in Prospect street.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Colson of this
town and Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Merrithew
of Stockton Springs have returned from
a motor trip to the White Mountains.

ex-

and Mrs. Charles Green motored to Sebec
Lake

Sunday. Capt. Nichols remaiued
for a week’s hunting; Mrs. Nichols and
Mr. and Mrs. Green returning home Sunday night.

her husband have resided in the West for
about 35 years, three years of that time
being spent in the Klondike region.
The members of the White Elephant
Auction Club were very pleasantly entertained on Wednesday afternoon
byMrs. Wm. E. urinnell and Mrs. Cora
Dow, at Grinnell’s Inn. Eighteen guests
were

present.

lemonade

The first prize,

straws,

was

a

box of

won

Curtis, Mrs. M. B. Thompson,
Lawrence, Miss Sally Dow.

Miss O. J.

officer on the

Columbus Shipping Company’s steamer,

Miss Pearl Hattand Miss Beatrice Rand
a visit in SouthLagrange.

the. steamer makes one trip to Mexico
and return.

Harold returned last week from
season’s yachting.

Major and Mrs. FredericK F. Black and
Frederick ieft Friday for Camp Benning, Columbus, Ga., where Major Blacx
will be stationed through the winter.
Mrs. Black and her son spent the summer as guests of Mrs. J. W. Black.
son,

Capt. Warren C. Haskell and his younger son

a

Mr. and Mrs. Dawson Brewer returned
from an extended trip in

Wednesday

Aroostook county.
Frank Deshon arrived Friday for a brief
visit in town, heartily greeted by many
friends of remote years.

Truman Lathrop, who recently sold his
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Swift have moved
from the Adams house in Reservoir street home in this village, removed his family
to the Alex. Sweetser house in East Main to Bangor last Saturday.
street, and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Swift
W. H. Wheeler left last Thursday for
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown have
Washington, D. C., after a short visit at
moved to tire Henry Richards house in the home of W, L. Hanson.
Nichols street.
John McLaughlin has a new Ford sedan
Warren Gray, Walter Towers, Henry which he hag trgined to understand the
McCaslin and Shepard Shute were language of an
expert with horses.
Jhrown from a team in which they were
Mr. and Mrs. Irving H. Merrithew have
returning from work at the coal pockets gone to housekeeping in the s'diliffief
last Thursday night. The harness broke home of the late Dr.
H. G. Hichborn.
and the horse became frightened and ran
Frank Hopkins of Boston spent the
for some distance, after throwing the
week-end in town, a guest at the home
men
out. Mr.
McCaslin was badly
of Mr. and Mrs. Simeon B.
Merrithew,
shaken up, but the others were uninjured.

**

Bessi^«!itfww

death bccured

in

fortsmdiitb,

a

Stove

JAMES R THAYER, Belfast.

For Sale
few household articles.

a

Inquire

at

185 High

Street,

Be

fast.

Boys
wages.

bush,

75a 100
8
pea,
12
y. e.,

Beef, sides,
Beef, f. q.,
Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,

E gs,

Upright Piano, slightly used,
also

Beans,
Beans,

per

Butter,

BY

PRICE

Kemp’s Balsam

for you. Then you can go to sleep and for„„
that horrid old cough.

And as usual Mother is right,—but
why «
poor old dad the night trip to the dr
store next time by having an extra
bottle r*
Kemp’s Balsam in the house all ready (
big and little coughs alike?
save

Get

a bottle now.
GUARANTEED
_Le Roy, N. Y.

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS

CURRENT

i

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET
PAID PRODUCER

Apples,

O. B. EATON & CO.

as

use

Fowl,
Geese,

Hay,
Hides,
Lamb,

*30 00a35 00

j
;

In the Belfast

Savings Bank, Belfast, Maine

The following statement contains
name, the amount standing to hii cre„..
known place of residence or postoffice address and the fact of
;^
death, if y.
depositor in the Belfast Savinas Bank, who has not made a deposit, or
,e!
thereof, or any part of th dividends thereon, fra period of more than twenty
.' *
y?ar5s*
preceding Navember 1 1920. and is not known to the treasurer to be living:

win'.j

14

30

Lambskinsl 25al 50

55a6o Mutton,

20 I
14a 15 Potatoes, 1 00a 1 25
13al4 Round Hog,
20
36 Straw,
20 00a24 00
50 Turkey,
26a32
40 Tallow,
2
35 Veal,
22!
74 Wool, unwashed, 40
j
40 Wood, hard,
8 00
32 Wood, soft,
6 50

j

Name of

Last known

Depositor.

Residence.

a

Whether known
deceased.

Date of last aeAmoij
posit or withdraw,li
May 26, 1884.
1 hereby certify that the above statement is true acc >rding to my best knowle.i
Jief.
FULLER C. WENTWORTH,
Donald

McCorkindale. .Sch. L. V. Chase.

<V.

No.

are

given

as

Florence Willard,

PULP WOOD WANTED

RETAIL PRICE

RETAIL MARKET
35a38 Lime,
2 20
18a32 Oats,
88
1 59 Oat Meal,
9
Cracked corn. 1 49 Onions,
6
Corn meal,
1 49 Oil, kerosene, 24a25
40 Pollock,
Cheese,
13
Cotton seed,
3 65 Pork,
25 j
15 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
8 :
Clover seed,
75 Shorts,
2 90
15 00a 18 00 Sugar,
Flour,
18 ;
H. G. seed,
9 (10 Salt, T. I.,
0 00 I
28 Sweet potatoes,
Lard,
5

Beef, corned,
Butter, salt,
Corn,

Highest Prices Paid for Peeled
Rough Wood.

School,

New

M.

ett,

A.

N. Y. and Lucy GillDirector of the Dietetic

York,

Bureau, Boston, Mass.,
Rufus L.

Mudgett and his daughter^
Mrs. Edgar M. Colcord, were in Swanville Friday afternoon to attend the fu- !
neral of the former’s aunt, Mrs. Kate
Colcord, who had reached the goodly age
of 94 years, and is well remembered by
the older residents of the village as a
w oman of great heart and spirit of
helpf ulness. It is now nearly thirty years
ago that Mrs. Colcord, shortly after retu rning from a residence in Colorado,

Mrs. Cora Woodbury is working for
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clement.

Libby of Unity called on
Mrs.[Frank Clement Tuesday.

s

Mr.

j

Mrs. Annie Clement picked a few ripe
trawberries in the garden the 10th.
Linwood Stevenson and Coyt Ingraham

went to Brooks Saturday evening to the
movies.
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Banton and Miss

Gertrude Jackson went to Freedom to
celebrate Miss Jackson’s birthday.
Mr. J. W. Ingraham and wife arid Mrs.
Annie Ingraham and Mrs.

ham

were

in Belfast

on

Bessie Iugr4>,

business Wednes-

day.
Mr* Frank Clement, who has been very
sick for the last two weeks, is improving

alawly.

The

nurse,

rPHE CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY is a Maine Company, managed by Maine men, owned to an overwhelming
extent m Maine by nearly 4,000 Maine people.

engaged in. developing water power for use in Maine—
bring factories and industries to Maine.
It is financing this development by the sale of
preferred stock,
a
in
the Company, to the people
which, represents part ownership
of Maine—very largely to its own customers and its own
employees.
Isn t a company which is doing this work the kind of
company
you want to support by investing your savings with it?
water power which will

Mr. J. H. Vose is gaining slowly.
Linwood Thompson has finished working for Claude Bessey.

Mr. V. P.

IN MAINE

It is

KNOX RIDGE.

and

FOR USE

Your money invested in C. M. P. Preferred will be used to develop power for use in Maine by Maine people or by industries
which must move to Maine to take
advantage of our water powers,
lhe earnings from this water power will
pay your dividends.
Why not send in your order for preferred stock

today?

Why

not take part in this great movement to build Maine?

Miss Gertrude Jack-

son, is still caring for him.
The farmers are improving the fine
weather cutting corn and digging po-

NORTH MONTVILLE

The price of the stock is $107.50
The yield is 612% net.

a

share.

short visit with

Mr. Leon Wiggin is in Auburn for B
his wife’s parents, Capt. and Mrs. D. F.
spent here. She was the daughter of
couple of weeks.
Berry.
Capt. .Jeremiah and Martha Merrithew
Mrs. Ralph Clement is Visiting Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Staples moved reof
Searsport. She was married to
Roberta Wiggin.
Homer Burgess of Warren who survives cently to the place which they purchased
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Armstrong from
her She also leaves a niece and nephew, of Capt. H. W. Barbour, just over the
Portland visited at Mrs. Cora Lamb’s
Helen and Jeremiah Merrithew of China. Searsport line.
and Sunday.
Some 25 old friends and relatives of Saturday

Central Maine

Power

Company

Mrs. A. T.

Toothaker, her son Albert
his wife and two sons, Elwood and Jack of Swanville, were the

Mr. and Mrs. Loren Penney from Masand Mrs. H. H. Hatt motored from
Bangor and South Lagrange to pass Sun- sachusetts are visiting at the home of his
brother, Mr. Wilbur Penney.
at their home.
guests last week of Mr. and Mrs. John day
Mr. and Mrs. J. vV. Nutter were in BelMrs. Freeman Batchelder has left town
Innes. Snnday morning they, with Randall Fifield, left in a Ford touring car to join her husband at Newcastle, where fast Friday, called there by the sudden
and a ton truck for luggage, to travel he has been for some time employed at death of their niece, Mrs. Alton Howard.
the shipyard in that town.
across the continent to Park Rapids,
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Wash. They will camp nights and their
It is reported that the Stockton Yard, Banton’s was playing around the auto
progress will be followed with much in- Inc., will shortly stretch a keel for one last Tuesday and one of the doors shut,
terest.
of the two barges which it is under con- catching his thumb, and cut it off above
tract to build for the Pejepscot Paper Co. the joint. The doctor took three stitches
the
son
George Littlefield,
of
young
Miss Gladys Heath was taken through in it.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy D. Littlefield of this
-_i
town, has set up a complete wireless ap- this village Sunday to her home in Sandy
Point
after
a
on
serious
the premises at his home in
having undergone
paratus
Main street, and has it working success- surgical operation at the Waldo County
fully. The boy has been much interested Hospital recently.
(ORANULID
in the Marconi system, and on a r cent
Guy Linnell from the train dispatchers’
S2L
INDIGESTION
visit to Boston, purchased his equipment Office of the B. & A. railroad at
Bangor,
and now has it in working order. He who with Mrs. Linnell have been passing
Dhnb* inrtandy on tongaa,
or in hot or cold water, or
has learned the code and is already able their vacation at Camp Sonoma, returned
ricky., Try at soda fountain.
to pick up bits of messages.
to
Bangor.
Tuesday
Mrs. William Goodell very pleasantly
QUICK RELIEF I
William Cott, connected with the Hockalso in tawjt poum
entertained about twenty friends at ing Valley railroad at Columbus, Ohio,
■mob nr aoorr * norma
Bridge on Thursday evening, at her home and Mrs. Cott, left Monday afternoon
HAKIM OF
in Main street. The game was enjoyed after a brief visit with Mr. and Mrs.
SCOTT'S EMULSION 10
until 11 o’clock, when scores were added James M. Parker.

Toothaker,

Mr.

(Of which the Penobscot Bay Electric Company is

AUGUSTA,

a

part)

MAINE

■—

Central Maine Power

Kl'NQIDS

COUPON
Company, Augusta,

Maine:

Name_

Address_
R. J.—10-14-’20

or

MR. H. L. CUSHMAN will be at the Windsor
Hotel Friday all day and will be pleased to interview any who have wood for sale or will cut.

DEVELOP MAINE WATER POWERS

B. S.,

Chairman of the Department of Household Science, Washington Irving High

^

Treas^

text book for

and social workers under the title, “Dietetics for High Schools” and the authors

4

v*.

to be

to women’s clubs

la toes. Some report that they get but
abd his Wif6 were few poor ones, and others that half of
Whose again in town last Week from Friday to the crop is poor.
N. H. after
Sunday, the ghests of j. E. Lancaster.
Rockland returned

Kitchen

Wanted at good

’Jj Wafttwel!

long illUBSS, Was hurried in W&fren,
Oliver S. Loveioy Of
last Wednesday. Mrs. Burgess was a
home Saturday after
native of Sea report and her girlhood was

■i

small volume intended

high schools and of

Ernest Farris returned last Wednesday
a brief trip to Millinocket.

left Monday for

Glenwood

Pin

a
year or more at the home of
the late John W. Mudgett after the death
of; his wife, Mrs. Colcorri’s sister.

STOCKTON SPRINGS

the

Kehuka, arrived from New York,
Thursday and will remain at home while

few minutes now, Peggy dear, and Daddy will be back hr
with a nice bottle of

will be interested to learn that The Macmillan Company has just brought out a

afternoon from

Colcord, first

A

who

lived for

on

Herbert N.

Wilson,

Sept. 28th, at the age of 66 years. She spoke illuminatingly on our feathered
leaves besides her husband, Charles neighbors. Several members of the club
who have given much time to the study
Twombly, three brothers: Marcus and
of birds commend the excellence of Mr.
Herbert Littlefield of Monroe and Leroy
Wilson’s imitations and descriptions.
D. Littlefield of Searsport and two sisFriends of Miss Florence Willard of
ters, Mrs. George A. Bowen of Searsport
and Mrs. Walter Twombly of Pittstown Passaic, N. J., who has been an infreFarm, Rockwood. Mrs. Twombly and quent visitor in town for many years,

by Mrs.
Henry G. Curtis. The consolation, a set
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Griffin and their | of bodkins, went to Mrs. Joseph Curtis.
daughters, Esther and Ruth, of Canton, I Cake, fancy cookies and hot chocolate
Mass., arrived by auto Thursday for a I were served. The guests included Mrs.
visit with Mr. Griffin’s sister, Miss Mabel A. B. Pendleton, Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, Mrs.
j John
Griffin.
Frame, Mrs. Lila Blee, Mrs. Wm.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Iunes o£ Goodell, Mrs. J. W. Black, Mrs. F. F.
Skowhegan were the guests of Mr. and Black, Mrs. H. G. Curtis, Mrs. J. D
Mrs. John Innes last week, on their way Sweetser, Mrs. C. N. Meyers, Mrs. E. D.
home from Bangor where they attended P. Nichols, Mrs. Harry Perry, Mrs. S. M.
Webber, Mrs. Joseph Curtis, Mrs. Frank
the Musical Festival.
Capt. and Mrs. Amos Nichols and Mr.

entertained by Rev. A. E.

Seattle, Wash.,

BELFAST

FOR SALE

May or Harry Howard of Brockton, was Sector. An object of compelling interAlice Carver, only daugnter of est, and why any man who saw service
beyond understanding.
Members of the Current Events Club

Street,

Mein

BELFAST,_MAINE

of this town apindifferent to the victory

Mr. and Mrs. Norris Webster have re-

who is the wife of

14

men

being distributed. In
Trundy’s window is displayed the medal
of Corp. Leslie B. Shannon, bearing five

| Trio, which includes Frank McDonald,
| violinist; Louis Dalbeck, cellist and Frederick Tillotson, pianist and accompanist.

which occurred in

i

WILLIAM L. LUCE, Inc.,

on

The ex-service

|

daughter bly,

of

came

his annual vacation
which will be passed largely in town getting his place ready for winter.

Searsport friends of Mrs. Alice Georgia Howard, of Brockton, Mass., are

Howard,

re-

are

Bucksport

Houghton is

: were

returned

vacation trip to Bar Har-

box

ice cream, cake and home-made candies
served.

two weeks’ vacation.

Friday from

a

Meyers

tatting doiley, the hand

the hostess.

Havener, postmistress, is

Capt. William Goodell left Tuesday for
business trip to Boston and vicinity.

prize,

of toilet powder, and Mrs. C. N.
the consolation,
was awarded

moving

family.

Have

1 up, and the prizes awarded. Mrs. Joseph

this week to Houlton.
Mrs. I. H.

■"ffif-1

Sweetser received the first

and

surance to cover the present
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Wiley of
value of your property?
Groveland,
Calif., have been calling on friends in
In the past three years the value Belfast and
vicinity. They spent the

BORN
attending the seminary
with the advance
home from Bangor correspond
McRae.
In Belfast, at the Waldo
Monday where they underwent opera- *n replacement value of your
County Hospital, Sept. 27, to Mr. and
tions on the throat last Saturday at the
Mrs. Frank McRae, a son, Frank
property?
Jr.,
Eastern Maine General hospital.
Mrs.
Milton Goodere and Mrs. Elden S. Shute
died!
went to Bangor on Friday to remain with
you considered how much
their daughters.
COLCORD. In Swanville, Oct. 4, Mrs.
money you might be obliged to conCatherine Nichols Colcord, aged 94 years.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Houghton re- I tribute in case of loss, because your insurCOOK. In Belfast, Oct. 9, Andrew J.
turned from a brief visit with their ance may not fully protect you under Cook, aged 74 years and 27
days.
Devereaux.
Ij Bucksport, Oct.
daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. present value conditions?
9,
Abbie King Devereaux, widow of Charles
Fred Piper in Hartford, Conn., last SatIt is a good business
Devereaux.
foresight Harvey. In
urday afternoon, accompanied by Mrs.
Swanville, Oci. 7. Mrs
to discuss these points.
William Dearborn of Bangor, who passed
Lois J. Harvey, aged 77 years, 4 months
and 2 days.
the week-end at their summer home. Mr.

Goodere who

in

by W. A. Hall, Belfast

SEARSPORT.

carrying sufficient in-

you

Have

of work in a short time
and does it all supremely well.
amount

Maine

Ar e

Mrs. Amelia Allen left Wednesday for
few months’ visit with her
daughter, Mrs. Howard Symonds of Marlboro,
Mass., after spending the Bummer with
her daughter, Mrs. Herbert H.
SteVens,

a

Bangor, where she attended the musical
festival, the only person from the village of
real and personal property .past few months in Bangor and will
to attend this year, which is an occurturn home next week.
rence sufficiently singular tomeiit men- has nearly doubled.
tion. Usually the local delegation is of
Ralph Simmons is attending the U.
considerable size.
you increased your in- Maine.
The Misses Louise Shute and Muriel surance
by an amount that will

Clarion action is immediate
and positive.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor,

Increased Values
<1——-_
f

____

